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ABSTRACT

Array antennas in their various forms are discussed and analyzed
with special reference to electronic scanning. The effects of mutual
coupling of the radiating elements are considered and methods of matching are given. Quantization errors, particularly those found in phased
arrays, are calculated and bandwidth limitations are derived. Specific
array antenna systems are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

l

Array Radars

i

.1
]

1
1
I
I
I
I
1

Multifunction Radar
Early radar systems used antenna arrays formed by the combination
of individual radiators.

The origin of such antennas dates back to the turn

of the century (Refs, I and 2). The antenna characteristics are deterjied by the geometric position oi the radiators and the amplitude and
phase of their excitation. As radars progressed to shorter wavelengths,
arrays were displaced by simpler antennas such as parabolic reflectors.
For modern radar applications the advent of electronically controlled phase
shifters and switches has once more directed attention to array antennas.
The aperture excitation may now be modulated by controlling the individual
elements to give beams that are scanned electronically (Refs, 3 through 6).
This report will be devoted to arrays of this type.
The capability of rapidly and accurately switching beams permits
the radar to perform multiple functions either simultaneously or interlaced
in time. An electronically steered array radar may track a great multiplicity of targets, illuminate a number of targets with RF energy and guide
missiles towards them, perform complete hemispherical search with automatic target selection and hand over to track; it may even act as a communication system, directing high-gain beams toward distant receivers
and transmitters. Complete flexibility is possible; search and track rates
may be adjusted to best meet particular situations, all within the limitations set by the total use of time.

The antenna beamwidth may be changed

to more rapidly search some areas with less gain. Frequency agility is

THI JOHN* HOmtIN* UNIVtmiTV
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possible with the frequency of transmission changing at will from pulse

:

to pulse or, with coding, within a pi Ise, Very high powers may be
generated from a multiplicity of generators distributed across the
aperture. The difficulty in obtaining a best fit of parameters for a givun
situation increases rapidly with the available flexible possibilities, and
the actual use of *:he tempting potentials is finally limited by the problems
of controlling and coordinating the many variables with effective automatic management and programming.
Array Antennas
The array antenna has an aperture that is assembled from a great

U

many similar radiating elements, such as slots or dipoles, each element

.,

being individually controlled in phase and amplitude. High efficiencies

II

can be achieved with radiation patterns and beam-pointing directions that

m

are accurately predictable.

a*

The general planar array characteristics are readily obtaoied from
a few simple equations, given here but discussed later in greater detail.
With the elements spaced by X/2 (X = wavelength) to avoid the generation
of multiple beams, called grating lobes, the number of radiatir^ elements,
N, for a pencil beam is related to the beamwidth by:
Ni

or0fl

10, 000

100

B"7!r -

where 9

a

is the 3 db beamwidth in degrees. The corresponding gain

when the beam points broads.ile to the aperture is:
G o *nN .

i

«e
It

1

11 i|
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j

I J
I

When scanning to an angle 6 « the gain of a planar array is reduced to

r

( ']

that of the projected aperture:
G(9)«ffN cos0

o

.

Similarly.- the scanned beamwidth is increased from the broadside beamwidth (except in the vicinity of end-fire, Q
0

(scanned)«

J

- 90°) to:

SR (broadside)
—
o

.

The total number of beams M (with broadside beamwidth) that fits into a
sphere is approximately equal to the gain and is thus simply related to

1
I
1

Nby:
MsjffN .

In a planar array where the beamwidth changes with scan angle, the
number of beams that can actually be generated and fitted into a sphere
is:

An array where the elements are fed in parallel (see Fig, 38 in Section
VII) and which is scanned by phase shift, modulo 2ff, has limited bandwidth since for wideband operation constant path lengths rather than
constant phases are required. The limit is given by:
Bandwidch Co)« Beamwidth (degrees).
This is equivalent to bandwidth limitations given by:
Pulse length« 2 x aperture size.

- 3 -
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With these criteria the scanned radiation pattern at 60° is steered by
± i of the local, scanned, beamwidth as the frequency is changed ove»*
the band. At 60° scan the beam steers with frequency through an angle

n
i i
■5; iJ
v i

60 so that at the extreme frequency:
66 (degrees) w Bandwidth (%}.
For wider bandwidths, time-delay networks have to be introduced to
supplement the phase shifters.
3-D Search
For volumetric (3-D) search the array antenna is required to
scan a beam in elevation and azimuth. If a radar has an array antenna
system with an electronically scanned beam, it may operate with a high
sensitivity leading to a high false alarm rate since the indicated targets
may easily be interrogated again and checked. With many arrays there

ll

is the additional capability of widening the beam for searching the more
elevated positions where less range is required and less gain is therefore permissible. 1 his results in a net saving of search time.
Track - Monopulse
Array radars may readily be designed to give monopulse tracking.

:

■

5

I

The radiating elements of the array are combined in three different ways
to give the sum pattern and the azimuth and elevation difference patterns.
Contradictory requirements in optimum amplitude distribution for sum
and difference patterns exist (Ref, 7), but, as with other antenna systems,
they may be independently satisfied. The sum and difference patterns

%■

are scanned simultaneously. The array may also be programmed to track

•--

with a sequential lobing system or conical scan.

-.

> i

i
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The difference pattern null in a phased array system gives good
beam-pointing accuracy. Compared to calculated values, absolute
beam-pointing accuracies to within less than 1/50 of a (scanned) beamu
■ i

I

width have been measured with scans up to 60°. The accuracy is
limited by the accuracy of the phase and amplitude control. Since there
is no time delay, as the frequency is changed the direction of the null
of the scanned beam is also changed and the beam moves toward broadside

:i

as the frequency is increased. The amplitude of the difference pattern
output then increases linearly with a change in frequency. With a scan

J

angle of 60° this change is from a zero at the design frequency to a value
of about -9 db relative to the sum pattern at the edges of the band, where

I

the band is defined by Bandwidth (%) = Beamwidth (degrees).

I

Multiple Beams
Independent control of both amplitude and phase at the aperture is

J

necessary for the generation of multiple simultaneous beams. This can
BEAM 2 *

""M A/
|

[■

Fig. 1
-I

APCWTUWE

»I

Aperture Distribution With Two Beams

be seen from Fig, 1 where two independent beams are generated. Both
beams have the same amplitude distribution F(x), but differently inclined

-

linear phase fronts. The total aperture excitation with both beams is:

j 2& f
J

F(x#0) = F(x) e

j 24 r
+ F(x) e

= 2F(x)[cos(^x -^)fj e

- 5

j (01 + ^2 ) "
a

,

11
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i1
i. e,, the aperture amplitude distribution required for two separate beams
varies cosinusoidally and the phase distribution is linear and has the
average inclination.
In many array systems only the phase at the aperture can be
varied. With such systems independent simultaneous beams cannot be
generated other than with reduced gain as by splitting the aperture into
separate parts.
Shaped Beams
The radiation pattern of an array may be shaped by modifying the
aperture distribution. The use of phase only, without amplitude, still
leads to good pattern approximations. In particular some broadening of
the beam may be obtained by applying a spherical phase law to the apertur«
or approximating it with a gable (triangular) distribution. Beams of this
type are of particular interest since they are easUy generated and are
efficie .t. They may be used for transmission in a system where the receiving antenna has a cluster of simultaneous beams or, as previously
discussed, they may be used in a search system to reduce the number of
angular cells in regions of shorter range.
Monitoring
Electronically scanned arrays are composed of very many parts
and include electronic circuitry to drive the phase shifters or the switches
that steer the beam. The overall reliability of such arrays can be great,
and the failure of a significant number of components can have a negligible
effect. Graceful degradation has been claimed for arrays since the failure
of 10% of the components leads to a loss in gain of only 1 db. Nevertheless, the functioning of the antenna is complex, and there is need for
providing test or monitoring circuitry. The decision to point a beam in
a certain direction is made somewhere in the control of the radar and

- 6 -

i I
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is normilly defined by two direction cosines, A test or monitoring circuit should establish the correct functioning of all ccmpcnents from that
point on, incl ding all beam pointing computations, electronic drivers,
and phase shifters or switches and all their interconnections.

y
]

3
1
I
1
1
1
1

Frequent

indications should be available that the antenna system is functioning or
capable of functioning.

It should be possible further to examine all

circuits in detail, perhaps less frequently, and to pinpoint malfunctions.
These tests need not necessarily include RF measurements. The correct functioning of most phase shifters, for example, may be determined from their drive currents.
Deployment of Apertures
With planar arrays scanning is limited by the loss in gain and the
increase in beamwidth corresponding to the reduction of the projected
aperture size.

Practical extreme values of scanning are, therefore, in

the region of 60° to 70°. A minimum of three planar array apertures is
then necessary for hemispherical coverage.

For shipborne use, a

minimum of four apertures appears desirable, since with pitch and roll,
more than hemispherical coverage is necessary. The antennas may be
positioned as shown in Fig. 2, permitting a view that is unimpeded by
«FT MUMS

1

Fig. 2

Shipborne Array Antennas
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the central superstructure. The apertures would normally be tilted back
from the vertical to balance the scan angles. A smaller and fifth planar
aperture may be used advantageously to look upward to cover the space
directly overhead containing targets at shorter ranges.
The restriction on scan angle does not necessarily apply to nonplanar arrays. In particular, for example, a spherical array can gen-

1/

erate beams equally well in all directions.
With a given number of radiators, the shape of a planar array
affects the bcamwidth and sidelobe structure but not the gain. With a
rectangular aperture the sidelobes are highest in the principal planes
and lowest in the diagonal planes, whereas with a round aperture the

n

sidelobes fall somewhere between the two extremes of the rectangular
aperture.
RF Generation

ft i
H

The RF power for transmitting may be generated by one large
amplifier or generator. Alternately, a multiplicity of RF generators
'm-J

may be used (up to one per radiating element), all driven phase coherently and distributed across the aperture. For the first method it
can be argued that the advantage lies in having only one single generator
where one can afford to go to considerable trouble to properly maintain
it, to monitor and check its operation, and to ensure proper functioning
with adequate safeguards and standby equipment. The second method
could claim as advantages the absence of very high RF power concentrated in some vital components, the capability of generating higher total
power into the array and again, gradual degradation.
In many radar applications there are two or more separate array
apertures. Under these circumstances it becomes possible to associate

8 -
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separate RF generators with each of the arrays with a common power
supply. The programming may then be arranged such that the arrays
fire in sequence.
Radiating Elements
The most commonly used radiators for phased arrays are dipoles,
slots, open-ended waveguides (or small horns), and spirals. The primary
requirement is that the element be small enough to fit in the array
geometry, thereby limiting the element to an area of a little more than
X8 /4. In addition many radiators are required, and the radiating element should be inexpensive, reliable, and repeatable from unit to unit.
Since the impedance and pattern of a radiator in an array are
determined predominantly by the array environment (Section IV), the
radiating element may be chosen to best suit the feed system and the
physical requirements of the antenna. For example, if the radiator is
fed from a stripline phase shifter, a stripline dipole would be a logical
choice for the radiator. If a waveguide phase shifter were used, an
open ended waveguide or a slot might be convenient. At the lower frequencies, where coaxial components are prevalent, dipoles have been
favored for the radiating element. A ground plane is usually placed
abcdt — behind an array of parallel dipoles so that the antenna forms a
beam in only one hemisphere. At the higher frequencies open-ended
waveguidec and slots are frequently used.
For the case of limited scanning (say less than 10°), it is possible to use directive radiators having effective aperture areas of several
square wavelengths. With a separation between elements of several
wavelengths — and because directive radirtors are used — the mutual
coupling effects will be small, and the pattern and impedance of an element in the array will be essentially those of the isolated element.
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For circular polarization a cavity backed spiral may be used.
Since a single bounce reflection from a target reverses the sense of circularity, separate transmit and receive spiral arrays (with opposite
sense radiators) are required.
If polarization diversity is required or if an array is required tc
transmit one sense of polarization and receive the opposite sense, either
crossed dipoles or circular waveguides may be used. With suitable feed
systems, both are capable of providing vertical and horizontal polarization independently and may be combined to provide any desired polarization.
Polarization
From the point of view of the antenna designer; the plane of
polarization of a planar array is arbitrary. Circular polarization is
possible, though difficulties may be encountered in matching for large
scan angles. On scanning, a component of the undesired orthogonal
polarization Will be generated (Ref. 8) and some provision should be made
to terminate it (Ref. 9). With a conventional circi'"

'y polarized antenna,

such as a parabolic dish with a circularly polarized feed, good circularity
may be obtained over part of the main beam, with rapid deterioration over
the rest of the pattern. With a planar array the re'

unt beamwidth is the

element beamwidth rather than the array beamwidth,

7 he element beam-

width is broad, and good circularity may be expected over wide angles.
Circularly polarizer systems may be used to obtain a measure of
suppression of rain echoes -Ref. 10), Under ideal conditions this sup,» + 1
pression amounts to 20 log -^
db, wh.^re e is the voltage ellipticity
ratio. An early model of the Raytheon reflect-array (Section VIII) gave
an ellipticity ratio of less than 1. 5 db with scans up to 30°, corresponding
to a theoretical rain rejection of at least 15 db.

- 10 -
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Phased Arrays v/ith Very Wide Bandwidth
A radar system that has the capability of changing frequency over
very wide bands can, with advantage, adapt its transmission to take into
account the frequency dependent propagation characteristics, target response, environmental conditions, and variations in beamwidth.
Phased arrays have the potential of operating over very wide
bandwidths. Some ferrite phase shifters will operate over two octaves
(Ref. 11), and digital diode phase shifters that switch line lengths

J

(Section X) may function over even wider bands, T.'.e high end of the

.,

frequency band is limited by the physical size of the elements since these

J

elements must be spaced close enough in the array to avoid the generation

j

of grating lobes.
The impedance of the ^adiating element at the aperture (with the
f

J
°

i

closely spaced elements) is approximately independent of frequency,
but the element must be matched over the wide band.

This is difficult to

achieve without exciting harmful surface waves when scanning. Nevertheless, matching with octave bandwidth fo.' scanning to ± 60° appears
possible.

|

Scanning of Arrays

•Mi

Phase Scanning
The beam of an antenna points to a direction chat is normal to the
phase front.

In phased arrays this phase front is adjusted to steer the

beam by individual control of the phase of excitation of each radiating
element. This is indicated in Fig. 3a. The phase snifters are electronically actuated to permit rapid scanning and are adjusted in phase

11
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to a value between 0 and 2ir. With an inter°iement spacing s, the incremental phase shift $ between adjacent elements for a scan angle 0 is
0
2ir
0 = -r-s sin60 . T*" the phase 0 is constant with frequency, then the scan
*
sinöo
angle 9 is frequency dependent such that — is constant.
C

A

Y—
0-1»
MUC MrTtM

tal

(MnctMlAVMMT

v~.
MM Ml

—*-—u^vrKrKrKr

kl

Fig. 3

Generation of Scanned Beams

Time Delay Scanning
Phase scanning was seen to be frequency sensitive. Time delay
scanning is independent of frequency. Delay lines are used instead of
phase snifters, as shown in Fig. 3b, providing an incremental delay from
g

element to element of t = — sinS . Individual time delay circuits (Section
CO

VI) are normally too complex to be added to each radiating element. A
reasonable compromise may be reached by adding one time delay network
to a group of elements that have phase shifters.

- 12
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Frequency Scanning
■*

Frequency rather than phase may be used as the active parameter

•i

to exploit the frequency sensitive characteristics of phase scanning,

**

Figure 3c dhows the arrangement. At one particular frequency all

*|

radiators are in phase. As the frequency is changed, the phase across
tht anfirture tilts linearly, and the beam is scanned,

j
"I

IF Scanning
When receiving, the output from each radiating element may be
heterodyned (mixed) to an IF frequency. All the various methods of scanning

1
I
I
|

are then possible, including the beam switching system described below,
and can be carried out at IF where amplification is readily available and
lumped constant circuits may be used. Equivalent techniques of mixing
may be used for transmitting.
Beam Switching
With lenses or reflectors, a multiplicity of independent beams
may be formed by feeds at the focal surface. Each beam has substantially

"I

the gain and beamwidth of the whole antenna. Allen (Ref. 12) has shown

"*

that there are efficient equivalent transmission networks that use directional couplers and have the same collimating property. A typical form
after Blass (Ref, 13) is shown in Fig, 3d, The b^ams may be selected
through a switching matrix requiring (M-l) SPDT switches tc select one
out of M beams. The beams are stationary in space and overlap at about
the 4 db points.

This is in contrast to the previously discussed methods

of scanning, where the beam could be steered accurately to any position.
The beams all lie in one plane. Much more complexity is required for
a system giving simultaneous beams in both planes. A more detailed
discussion is given in Section IX.

- 13
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II. ARRAY THEORY

]

Array vith Two Elements
Figure 4 shows two Isotropie radiators which are spaced by a
distance s and excited with equal amplitude and phase. With unity input
power, the vector sum of their contributions, added at a great distance

|
J

]

as a function of 9, is the radiation pattern:
1

. 2ff s . / 3 T o sinÖ

Ea(e)=7T^

+e

. 2ff s
"3 T 2

. \

sm8

where 6 is measured from the broadside direction. Normalizing, to give
unity amplitude when 0 = 0 and simplifying, gives:

i

-'
•

E (9) = cos (irf sin9) .
a

A

(1)

The absolute value of E (9) is plotted as a function of ffr sin9. If the
a
\
plot had been in terms of the angle 9, then the lobes would have been

**

found to increase in width as [öj increased. The main lobe occurs when

*|

sin9 = 0. The other lobes have the same amplitude as the main lobe and

j

are frequently referred to as grating lobes. They occur at angles given

"f

by sin9 = ± ■ ,. ■ , where m is an integer.

*

-900<9<+900, there are 2 m1 grating lobes, where m' is the largest

1

integer smaller than s/X, If s < X , grating lobe maxima will not occur
and the value at ± 90 degrees is cos(irr-).

"f

For the half space given by

This value is for Isotropie

radiators and will be reduced if the radiator has directivity.

15
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Fig. 4

Radiation Pattern of Two Isotropie Radiators
Linear Array (Ref. 14)

With a linear array of N isotropic radiators, excited with equal
amplitudes and phase and separated by distances s, as shown in Fig. 5,

(n-nasiiif

Fig. 5

Linear Array with N Radiators Uniformly Spaced
by a Distance &

IG -

!
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the condition for the occurrence of grating lobes is unchanged from the

]

simpler case just considered.

They will occur for the same values of

jrr sin9, but the width of the lobes is reduced and they are separated by

]

A

minor lobes.

Summing the vector contributions from all elements, using

element No. 0 as phase reference, gives:

J

]
I
f

. n = N-l

j-r-ns sin9

The factor-^r- shows that each element is energized with — of the (unity)
input power. Adjusting the phase relative to the center of the aperture
and normalizing the gain to unity at broadside, 9 = 0, gives:
. 2ff N - 1 „ . a
„ *, ,
-] -r
~— s sin9 . n = N-l
E
Ea(e)-e
N
n
n = 0
s
sin(Nffr- sin9)

• 2ff
j -r- n

s

.
sm9n

e

N sin(Tr- sin9)

(2)

T '9) gives the radiation pattern with Isotropie radiators and is
£t

known as the array factor. It is shown in Fig. 6 for N = 10.

The pattern

is repetitive, and adjacent grating lobes at angles 9, and 9_ are separated
by ffr (sinBi " smQz ) = ff.
6RATIN6 LOBES

»#••!••

Array Factor v/ith N = 10 Elements
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When the radi? Ing elements are not Isotropie but have a radiation
pattern E (6), as meah red within the array, known as element factor or
element pattern, then the complete radiation pattern E(6) is the produce of
array factor and element pattern
E(8) = E e (e)xEje)
a
sin(N tr r sin0)

= Ee(e)

f

.

(3)

N sin(ffr- sin8)
Sometimes the meaning of array factor and element factor is reserved
for gain or power patterns

P(e)= P e (e)xPa (6),
where P(8) = E(e)

; PaQ(e) = E a (eii 2 and P e (9) = |E
(0)|a.
I oe '

An approximation to

UK

pattern of Eq. 2 is in the form sin(x)/x:

sin(ff r- sin0)
E(0) =
^
tr r sin0

,

(4)

s
where the effective aperture is a = Ns, which extends by — beyond the
centers of the end elements. In contrast to the array factor, this pattern
has only one maximum and is non-repetitive. It is the well known Fourier
transform of a continuous constant amplitude distribution and is a reasonable approximation for small values of 9 when the aperture io greater than
several wavelengths.
The half-power beamwidth is obtained from Eq. 4
«
0»886
..
50.8 . „
9^ = —r:— radians - —r— degrees ,
B
a/X
a/X

- 18 -
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The first sidelcbe is 13. 2 db down from the main lobe.
For larger values of 9 the pattern of a continuous aperture is
modified from Eq. 4 by the obliquity factor (Refs. 15 and 16)- (1 + cosQ),
which arises from the definition of a Huygens' source. This given;
.
sin(ir r sin9)
E(9) = | (1 + cosS)
^
ff r sinQ

(6)

For closely spaced elements the obliquity factor is very similar to the
element pattern of a well designed radiating element, /cos6 (for values up
to some 60° or 70°).
Scanned Linear Arrays
The pattern of the array may be steered through an angle 0 by
o

..
I
J

applying linearly progressive phase increments from element to element,
s

so that the phase between adjacent elements differs by 2ffT-sin9 , EquaA

O

tion 2 is then modified, giving a normalized array factor:
s
sin N irr (sin9 - sin9 )

Ea(9) =

1

5- ,

(7)

N sin trr- (sin9 - sin9 )
A
o
and the pattern is
g

sin N ff r- (sin9 - sin9 )
E(9) = Ee(9)
^
2_ .
N sin TT r- (sin9 - sin9 )

19
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Equation 8 describes the fundamental response of a scanned array system.
The array factor will have only one single major lobe, and grating lobe
maxima will not occur at values of -90° < 9 < +90° as long as
s
tt-r (sin9 - sin90 ) <r ±

IT

,

or
(9)

X^ + lsine,"

s 1
which is always true if r- < -. When the scanning is limited, then the value
s
s
of r- may be increased for example to — < 0. 53 for scanning to a maximum
s
of ± 60° or to - < 0.59 for scanning to a maximum of ±45°.
For a larger values of r-, grating lobes occur at angles 9X, given by:

sinBx

(10)

= sin9o * J^T .

where n is an integer.
Equation 8 may again be approximated by the Fourier transform
of the illumination across the continuous aperture
.
sin ffr- {sin9 - sin9o)
E(9) =^(l + cos9)
^
It-r (sinB - sin90)

.

(11)

If, for small values of s, the element pattern E (9) is taken to be equal
e
1
to the obliquity factor, ö ^ + cosö)» ^en Eq. 11 is too great by the factor
g

sin irr (sin9 - sin9o)
. The error decreases as s/X gets smaller,
ff^ (sin9 - sin9o )

- 20
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The Fourier transform solutions for continuous apertures (Refs.
7 and 17) may be used to approximate patterns for practical amplitude and
phase distributions as long as the element to element spacing is small
enough to suppress grating lobes.(Ref. 18).

]

Monopulse difference patterns

may be approximated in the same way from the Fourier transforms of the
corresponding continuous odd aperture distributions.

For example, with

a constant amplitude distribution, the difference pattern array factor calculated by the exact vector addition of all radiating elements is
g

1 - cos N ff r- (sin9 - sinGo )
E (9) =

, while the Fourier transform gives
N sin ffr- (sin9 - sin9o)

1

the same expression with the sine in the denominator replaced by its
argument, giving (in the denominator) Tra/X(sin9 - sin9o ). where a = Ns.
For small scan angles 9o and small values of 9, the expression
(sin9 - sin9o )

ma

y ^e approximated by (9 - 9o).

For larger values of 9o»

the expression (sin9 - sin9o) may be expanded to give the .response in the
general direction of the (narrow) scanned beam in terms of the small angle
(9 - 90):
t

sin9 - sin9o « (9 - 9o ) cos9o .

(12)

i

This gives, with Eq. 11:

E(9).i(1.cose)-ac^to

- ■

(13)

Equation 13 measures the angle (9 - 9^ ) from the scanned direction.
shows that the effect of scanning is to reduce the aperture to the size

21
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of its projection normal to the direction of scan. Correspondingly, the
bean vidth is increased to
o
B(broaaside) 0.886
..
50.8 .
8_,
,.»—1 r
=
radians = a
degrees.
B(scanned)
cos6o0
a
.
«
r cose0
r- cos9o

.,..
(14)

When the beam is scanned from broadside by an angle 60 < 60° and the
aperture a/X>5J then Eq. 14 gives a beamwidth that is too narrow, the
error being less than 7%.
When the beam is scanned to very large scan angles, towards endfire, then more ixact calculations become necessary (Ref, 19).

Equatior

8 still applies anc' gives, for end-fire with Isotropie radiators.
„ /0.886
J.
9r/ , ,. . = 2 v/—rrradians
.
v
L(end-fire)
a/X

.,_,
(15)

A line source, for example, will give an end-fire pencil beam with that
beamwidth and corresponding gain. These cases are not normally of
interest for array radars and will not be pursued here.
Z-Transforms
The similarity between the array factor of a linear array and the
Z-transform of a sampled data system was first recognized by Cheng and
Ma (Ref. 20). They considered the discrete element excitations in an
array as samples of a c ntinuous function and showed how known Z-tx'ansforms could be used for the analysis of an array factor.
follow., their treatment.
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In a linear array (Fig, 5) the array factor has been shown to be:
i

M

2ffs

N - 1
E (9)

a =7S

S

. .

jn -r— sm9
e

n = n0

If the array has an amplitude taper, with A
n

being the amplitude at the

element, and if the array is scanned to an angle 9o • then the array

factor may be written as:
27js

N - 1
jn —r— (sin6 - sin0o )
A
E (9) = S
An e
.
a
n
n = 0
j-r- (sin8 - sin9o)
letting

e

gives

E(z; =

(16)

_1
- z

,

N - 1
S
A z"n .
n
n = 0

(17)

If all of the A 's are equal (i.e., uniform illumination) the expression
may be easi1/ summed giving:
E(z) = ^Z

1

For most amplitude distributions E(z) is not easily summed.

However,

in many cases the large number of Z-transforms developed for sampled
data control systems may be used to sum E(z; and provide closed expressions for the array factor. Jury (Ref. 21) has provided a compre-

"f

i

f

hensive discussion of Z-transforms and an extensive table,
The Z-transform is a special case of the Laplace tranaform. If

i

«

a continuous function f(x) is sampled by an impulse at periodic intervals,
the resulting train of impulses is given by
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OB

f*(x) =

£ f{x)ö (x - ns),
n = 0

where 6 (x - ns) = impulse at x = ns.
The Laplace transform of f*(x) is known as the Z-trans form F(z).
OB

F(z) = X {f*(x)} = X { E f(x)6(x - ns)}
n = 0
= |

=

Letting z = e

"
-xcr.
S f(x)6(x-ns)e
o n = 0

S f(ns) e-nas
n = 0

sa
OS

F(z)=

£ f(n£) z"n
n = 0

(18)

It may be seen that the expression for the array factor (Eq. 17) and the
expression for the Z-transform (Eq. lb) differ only in that the array factor
E(z) is a finite sum and the Z-transform F(z) is an infinite su a. The array
factor may be expressed as the difference between two related Z-transforms.
N - i
<"
»
n
n
E(z) = E
A z" = S f(ns)z" S f(ns) z"n
n=0
n=0
n=N

= Hz)-G(z;.

(19;

The amplitude at any element, A^, is taken to be amplitude of the samp! -d
functional ns.

That is:
A

n

= Uns).
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a-i

Linear Array with Extended Envelope of Array Excitation

A relation can be found between the two infinite sums F(z) and
G(z), if f(x) is a periodic function. As shown in Fig. 7 an appropriate
choice for f(x) is the periodic extension of the envelope of the aperture
illumination.

For a periodic function:
f(x - Ns) = ± f(x) .

(20)

Cheng and Ma have shown that G(z) can be expressed in terms of F(x)
by:
G(z) = ±z"(N " ^ [F(z) - f(0)] .
where f(0) is the amplitude at the first (n = 0) element.

(21)
The plus and

minus signs refer to the periodicity established in Eq. 20.

By sub-

stituting the expression obtained for G(z) in Eq. 21 into Eq. 19:
E(z) = (1 T z'(N " ^ J F(z) t f(0) z"(N '

l)

(22)

In Eq. 22 the array factor E(z) is expressed in a closed form as a function
of F(z), the Z-transform of the extended aperture illumination.

If F(z)

is known, E(z) can be determined regardless of the number of elements
used.

For antenna analysis the excitation is used to find F(z), and the

array factor E(z) can then be determined.

- 25
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discussed techniques for analyzing the beamvvidths, nulls, and sidelobes
directly in terms of z without using:
2if

-j-r- (sinS - sine©)
z =e

X

to return to angular coordinates.
For array pattern synthesis a Z-transform E(z) which approximates
the desired array factor is chosen, and Eq. 22 is solved for F(z).
first N coefficients of F(z), f(0); f(s); f(2s);... f([N

The

l}s) are the desired

element excitations and the envelope f(x) is the transform of F(z).

The

restriction of periodicity (Eq. 20) has been removed by Christiansen
(Ref. 22) and by Cheng (Ref. 23). Christiansen has also described a
procedure for using a known Z-transform as a ganerating function for
new array factors and their excitationo.
Element Factor and Gain of Planar Arrays
The gain of a uniformly illuminated and lossless aperture of Area
A, with a broadside beam, is given by:
Go = 4ff-pr

(23)

If the aperture is considered as a matched receiver, then the amount of
energy collected from a scanned beam is proportional to its projected area.
The gain on scanning may, therefore, be described by:

G(9) = ITT ^pö .

(24)

The variation of gain with the cosine of the scan angle agrees with the

- 26
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equivalent variation in beamwidth of Eq. 14.

The gain rnay be expressed

in terms of the actual beamwidth,, giving, from Eqs. 14 and 24;
Gi

where fl

H

planes.

and (^

H

(

el
H B '

^

are the beam widths (in degrees) in the two princip»!

This equation may be used for most practical cases without re-

gard to the actual aperture distribution that produced the be;im.
If the aperture is made up of N equal, discrete, radi'ting elements
and is matched to accept power like the continuous aperture, then the contribution to the overall gain of all elements is the same and
-*

G = NO
where G

e

,

is the gain per element.

(26)
It follows from Eq. 24 that the element

gain pattern is:

G e = ^ir NX
rA- cose ,

(27)

and the normalized radiation pattern of the element, or element pattern,
is

E e (9) - »'cose .

(28)

The element pattern will be considered in greater detail in Section IV.
It had already been noted that under ideal conditions it is very similar to
the obliquity factor — (1 + cosO) and only differs markedly near end-fire.
For a Fiven element spacing s, the total number of radiators, \,
in the area A is N - " , and Eq. 27 gives
G

e

-Mt 'M cose
A
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When the element spacing is s = - , then
G

e

(29)

= IT cosB ,

and the peak antenna gain in the direction of scan, 9^ is

ü(e) " N« cose- .

(30)

The effects of the element pattern are most marked with wider
beams.

Figure 8 shows the array and clement factors and the resulting

pattern for a 10-element array scanned to 60°.

The pattern maximum is

noted to occur at less than 60° because the gain of the element pattern
increases towards broadside.

The pattern value at 60° is cos 60° = 0. 5

in power or 0. 707 in amplitude, relative to the maximum at broadside,
ELEMENT FACTOR

ARRAY FACTOR

E4 (0) •

10 tinXdin«- tM
2

•0

Fig. 8

as expected.

90 OigrMS

Ten-Element Linear Array Scanned to 60°; Element
Spacing s = X /2
The sidelobes in the general region of broadside a^c not

reduced since in that region the element pattern is approximately unity.
Relative to the beam maximum, therefore, the sidelobes near broadside
are increased in amplitude by approximately —
■,cos9
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III.

PLANAR ARRAYS AND BEAM STEERINC,
Planar Arrays

A planar array is capable of steering the beam in two dimensions.

J

In a spherical coordinate system the two coordinates 6 and (^ define points
on the surface of a unit hemisphere. As shown in Fig. 9, 0 is the angle
of scan measured from broadside and 4 is the plane of scan measured
(arbitrarily) from the x ax's.

Von Aulock (Ref. 24) has presented a sim-

plified method for visualizing the patterns and the effect of scanning.

He

considers the projection of the points on a hemisphere onto a plane (Fig.
.10); the axes of the plane are the direction cosines cosa . cosa .
x
y
direction on the hemisphere the direction cosines are

For anyJ
—-

«L' PjUfBBEA«t

PH»5E *T
11

Fig. 9

««»tLEUCNT 15
:

1

'T^

»■"•

«:„••;,,

( ,

• •

Fig. 10

Planar Array Element
Geometry and Phasing

Projection of Points on a
Hemisphere onto the Plane
of the Array

cosa ' sin9 cos^ ,
x
cosa - sin6 sin^ .
y

The direction of scan is indicated bv.the direction cosines cosa

, cosa
xs
ys
Here, the plane of scan is defined by the angle $ measured counterclockwise from the cosa axis and is given by:
x
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, cosa

(^ = tan

^- .
cosaxs

The angle of scan 9 is determined by the distan e of the point (cosa ,
Xs

cosa ) from the origin. This distance is equal tu sin9. For this reason
ys
a representation of this sort is called "sin9 space." A feature of sin9
space is that the antenna pattern shape is invariant to the direction of scan.
As the beam is scanned, every point on the plot is translated in the same
direction and by the same distance as in the beam maximum.
The region inside the unit circle where
cos^a + cos^a - 1
x
y
is defined as "real space," the homisphere into which energy is radiated.
The infinite region outside of the unit circle is referred to as "imaginary
space." Although no power is radiated into imaginary space, the concept
is useful for observing the motion of grating lobes as the array is scanned.
In addition the pattern in imaginary space represents stored energy and
contributes to the element impedance in the array.
The most common element lattices employ either a rectangular or
a triangular grid. As shown in Fif. 9 the mn

element is located at

(md , nd ). The triangular grid may be thought of as t? rectangular grid
x
y
where every other element has been omitted. In this case only every other
value of mn contains an element. The element locations can be defined by
requiring that (m + n) is even.
Calculations for the element steering phases are greatly simplified
by the adoption of the direction cosine coordinate system.

- 30 -
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the linear phase tapers defined by the beam steering direction

(C-OSQ

,

cosof ) may be summed at each element so that the phasing at the mn
ys
element is given by:

4> mn
where T
and T

m T

xs

+ nT

vs

2ft

= -r-d cosa -■ element to element phase shift in the x direction,
xs
A x
xs

=-r"d cosa
* element to element phase shift in the v direction,
ys X y
ys
The array factor of a two-dimensional array may be calculated by

summing the vector contribution of each element in the array at each point
in space.

For an array scanned to a direction given by the direction cosines,

cosa and cosa , the arrav factor of an M x N rectangular arrav of radiaxs
ys
tors may be written as:
M - 1 N ■ 1
E a (cosaxs , cosa ys )

where

m - 0 n - 0

mn

2ff .
T x - -r~
X ^ x cosax ,
T

and

j m(T -T )+n(T -T )
x xs
v vs

A

r

2ir

-- d cosa ,
y X y
y
mn

' amplitude of the mn

th

element,

An array may be visualized as having an infinite number of grating
lobes only one of which (namely the main beam) is desired in real space.
It is convenient to plot the position of the grating lobes when the beam is
phased for broadside and observe the motion of these lobes as the beam is
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scanned.

Figure 11 shows the grating lobe locations for both rectangular

and triangular spacings.

For a rectangular array the grating lobes are

located at
cosa - cosa
xs
x

r

± -:— • rp
d
x
p,q

cosa ys - cosay

0, 1, 2,...

± -r
d
(Hi.

i

r-

^1

nh,

»
.'
UNIT C RCLf

r-C

/

»

A ''
\J J

.—A-

>

"

/

»

f

/^
.».>

/

.1

»

(kt miMfiUlAKMlD
It)

Fig. 11

RCCTMCJLM

ijfliD

Grating Lobe Positions for Rectangular and Triangular
Grids Showing the Motion of the Lobes as the Beam Is
Scanned an Angle 6

Tho lobe at p = q

r

0 is the main beam. A triangular grid is more effi-

cient for suppressing grating lobes than a rectangular grid (Ref. 25) so
that for a given aperture size fewer elements are required.

If the tri-

angular lattice contains elements at (md , nd ) where m + n is even, then
x
y
the grating lobes are located at
cosaxs - cosa x

i -—r
2d

cosa - cosa ' t -—r
vs
y
2 d
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I
I

where p + q is even.
Since only one main lobe is normally desired ''n real space, an
appropriate design will place all but one maximum in imaginary space for

1
I
-*

all angles of scan.

-.

As the array is scanned away from broadside, each grating lobe (in sin6

—

space) will move a distance equal to the sine of the angle of scan and in a

-|

direction determined by the plane of scan.

-*

enter real space, the element spacing must be chosen so that for the maxi-

f

With scanning, lobes that were originally in imaginary

space may move into real space if the element spacing is greater than X/2.

To insure that no grating lobes

mum scan angle 0

the movement of a grating lobe by sinQ
does not
m
^
m
bring the grating lobe into real space. If a scan angle ,;f 60" from broadside is required for every plane of scan, no grating lobes may exist within

a circle of radius 1 + sinß

- 1. 866.

in

The square grid that meets this re-

quirement has:

'
\

...»

*_
d
x

r

*_
d

= 1#366

or

d

y

x

= d

y

r

o. 5:36X .

Here, the area per element is:

i

d d = (0. S.ifiXf -- 0. 287X:' .
^ y
—

For an equilateral triangular array, the requirerient is satisfied by;
A

A

= 1.866 or d

v

- 0.536A, d

x

^ 0. ÜOHX .

Recalling that elements are located only at every other value of mn, the
area per element is;
2d

X

d

s'

- 2 (0.5 MX) (0.30 OX)
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For the same amount if ^rating lobe suppression, the square geometry
requires approximately 16% more elements.
Klement Phasing Calculations
A computer is required to perform the steering computations for
a phased array antenna.

It ean eompensate for many of the known phase

errors caused by the microwave components, the operating environment,
and the phyi-'cal placement of the elements.

For example, if the inser-

tion nnd differential phase variations (which may occur from phase shifter
to phase shifter) are known, they may be taken into account in the computations.

Compensation can also be made for known temperature varia-

tions ..cross the array that induce phase errors.

Finally, many feeds

(e.g., optical and series 'eeds) do not pro,ide equal phase excitation 0 .
the input to each phase shifter.

The relative phase excitation caused by

these feeds will be a known function of frequency.

The computer must,

in these cases, provide a correction based on the location of the element
in the array and on the frequency of operation.
For a largt array with thousands of elements, many calcuk.tions
are required to determine the phasing of the elements.
must be performed in a short period of time.

These calculations

The use of the orthogonal

phase
commands m T
r

, n T
helps to minimize these calculations.
xs
ys
Once the element tc element ohase increments T , T
have been comxs
ys
puted for a j;iven Loam pointing direction, the integral multiple ol T
may be ursed to s'eer ro\vs of dements, and the integral multiples of
T

mav be used to steer the colun ns (Fig. V). If ar. ad'ier is located
ys
at each element, the row -md column values of m T
.md n T
m;v be
xs
ys
summed at th" element. It is also possible to put two phase* shifters in
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serifs so that the summation can bo done at microwave frequencies.
This may be implemented with the use of a series feed, as shown in
Fig. 12.

Here the row steering commands apply to an entire row simul-

taneously. An amplifier between a row phase shifter and a series feed
PHASE
SHIFTER
ROW PHASE COMMANDS

9

"T,-i

_^ x^

M

^31

J*'1

AMPlll
IPIIFIERS

^

MOMm
ELCMCIIT

^

7^

SERIES FEED

nTj,

COLUMN PHASE COMMANDS

Fig. 12

Microwave Addition of Orthogonal Phasing Commands
by Means of a Series Feed

is desirable so that the generated power does not have to take the loss of
two phase shifters in series.

In addition the row phase shifters must be

capable of accurate phasing since their errors will add to the errors of the
column phase shifters.

Since relatively few row phase shifters are re-

quired, it is reasonable to make them considerably more accurate than
the phase shifters in the array.

Any corrections for a phase taper across

the series feed may be applied for an entire column if all the feeds have
the same phase characteristics.
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Another technique for decreasing the required phase commands is
through the use of subarrays.

in ihi«

ise, a second phase shifter and

amplifier are placed behind each subarray (Section VII).

The phases

computed for the elements in one subarray may be used for similar
elements in every subarray.

In addition, the phases of the phase shifters

behina each subarray must be computed.

Once again, these additional

phase shifters should be very accurate.
A large array requires many electronic drivers and very complex
wiring to provide the drivers with control signals and energy.

The problem

is complicated by the relatively close spacing of elements in the array.
Further, many phase shifters are of the digital type and require a driver
and control signal for each bit. The problems are eased somewhat in
the systems described above with two RF phase shifters in reries since
many elements may use the same steering commands and the same
drivers.

In other systems it may be necessary to provide each element

in the array with a different phase command.

This command may in-

clude a phase correction such as for a spherical phase front incident on
the input aperture. An adder at each element (with perhaps some bias
for the spherical correction) will provide rapid steering through the use
of row and column steering commands,

if high speed is not required,

the computer may compute sequentially and store the phases for each of
the elements. All the phase commands could then be delivered simultaneous 1 v.
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IV.APERTURE MATCHING AND MUTUAL COUPLING (Refs. 8,2«, and 27)
Significance; of Aperture Matching
Hy its very nature an antenna is a device that acts as a transformer
to provide a good match between a source of power and free space.

1
I
I
I
1
I
I

If the

antenna i> not matched to free space, power will be reflected back toward
the generator, resulting in a loss in radiated power.

In addition a mis-

match produces standing waves on the feed line to the antenna.

The '-oltage

at the peaks of these standing waves is (1 +| Fl) times greater inan the
voltage of a matched line, where F is the voltage reflection coefficient.
This corresponds to an increased power level that is (1 +| Fl)1' times as
great as the actual incident power.

Therefore, while the antenna is

radiating less power, individual components must be designed to handle
more oeak power. With antennas that do not scan, the mismatch may often
be tuned out by conventional techniques, preferably at a point as close to
the source of the mismatch as oossible.
In a scanning array the impedance of a radiating element varies
as the array is scanned, and the matching problem is considerably more
complicated. Compared to a conventional antenna where mismatch affects only the level of the power radiated and not the shape of the pattern,
spurious lobes in the scanning array may appear as a consequence of the
mismatch.

Further, there are conditions where an antenna that is well

matched at broadside may have some angle* of scan at whi h most of the
power is reflected.
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The variation in element impedanco and element pattern is a
manifestation of the mutual coupling between radiating elements that are
in close proximity to one another (less than a wavelength for scanning
arrays).

In the sections to follow, the nature of this mutual coupling will

be discussed, along with its effects on element impedance and element
pattern.

Some simple methods will be described for computing the im-

pedance in an array and for measuring the element pattern and impedance
without actually building a large array.

It will be seen that the impedance

properties of the array are dependent on not only the form of the element
and the radiating structure, but also on the feed structure, the type of
phase shifting element, and the amplitude distribution across the array.
For a practical design, there are two empirical techniques which
arc of great value:
1.

Waveguide simulators provide a means for determining the tiement
impedance in an infinite array with the use of only a few elements.
The effectiveness of a matching structure based on these measurements may also be determined in the simulator.

2.

The element pattern obtained by exciting one element and terminating its neighbors is the best overall measure of array performance.
If a large reflection occurs at some angle of scan, this will be exhibited hy a null in the element pattern.
Both of these1 techniques will be discussed later in this section.
Kffects of Mutual Coupling
When two antennas (or elements) are widely separated, the energy

coupled between them is small and the influence of the receiving antenna
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on the current excitation and pattern of the transmitting antenna is
negligible. As the antennas are brought closer together, the coupling
between them will increase

In general, the magnitude of the coupling

will be influenced by the distance between the elements, the pattern
of the elemev'.s, and the structure in the \ .cinity of the elements.

For

example, the radiation pattern of a dipole has a null in the 9 - ± 90°
direction and is omnidirectional in the 9

r

0'plane.

Therefore it can be

expected that dipoles in line will be loosely coupled and parallel dipoles
will be tightly coupled.

When an element is placed in an array of many

elements, the effects of coupling are sufficiently strong that the pattern
and impedance of the element in the array are drastically altered.

I
i
I
f
i

For the purposes of this discussion the terms element pattern
and element impedance refer to an element in its operating environment
(i.e. in an array with its neighboring elements excited).
each excited element couples to every other element.

In the array

The coupling from

several elements to a typical central element, element 00, is shown in
Fig,
13.
6

The C mn, pq are mutual coupling
p
6 coefficient.-, relating the voltage
s
s
th
(amplitude and phase) induced in the mn element to the voltage excitation
ISOLATOR

CQO.OZ

0*-^
Fig. 13

COUPLING AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
AT ELEMENT 00 WHEN ELEMENT !0 IS
EXCITED WITH UNiT VOLTAGE AT 0° PHASE

Coupled Signals to a Central Elmnopt from Neighboring
Elements
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at tho pq

element.

The coupled signals add vectorially to produce a

wave traveling U'ward the generator of element 00, which appears to be a
reflection from the radiator of element 00.

As the phases oi ^ie neigh-

boring elements are varied to scan the beam, the vector sum of the
coupled signals changes and causes an apparent change in the impedance
of element 00.

For some scan angles the coupled voltages will tend to

add in phase causing a large reflection and possibly the loss of the main
beam.

Large reflections often occur at scan angles just prior to the

emergence of a grating lobe into real space, but in some instances such
reflections may occur at smaller scan angles.
The description of the impedance variation given above made no
reference to the feed network or the phase shifters and assumed that the
only coupling between elements is via the radiating aperture.

The cou-

pling coefficients would be measured, and by superposition the phased
voltage contributions from every element in the array (or at least those
in the immediate vicinity) would be added vectorially to produce the
voltage reflected back toward the generator.

In a practical array the

impedance variation does depend upon the feed system and the phase
shifter,

[f these are taken into account, the impedance variation may be

different from that which the above model might predict.

Still, this

description provides insight to the intrinsic impedance variation of the
aperture when it is isolated from other efiects as in the v-ase where each
element has an independent feed (e.g. its own generator and isolator).

Fn

this case it is a simple matter to measure the \ SWR in any line ;ind determine exactly the extent of the impedance and mismatch variation,

Kor

many feeding systems this is not possible, and a measurement of the reilected energy will provide erroneous information and a false sense of
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security.

Unless all of the reflections are collimated back at some central

print (or independent feeds are used), some of the reflected energy will
generally be re-reflected and contribute to large undesirable sidelobes.
This will be discussed under nonisolating feeds.
For large arrays the impedance of an element located near the
center of the array is often taken as typical of the impedance of every
element in the array.

As might be expected this element is most strongly

influenced by elements in its immediate vicinity. When the array is
scanned the influence of elements several wavelengths distant is also
significant.

For dipoles above a ground plane the magnitude of the cou -

pllng between elements decays rapidly with distance.

For a reasonable

indication of array performance, an element in the center of a 5 by 5
array may be taken as typical of an element in a large array.

For

dipoles with no ground plane (or the dual, slots in a ground plane) the
coupling between elements does not decay so rapidly, and a 9 by 9 arruy
appears reasonable.
array should suffice.

For an array of open ended waveguides, a 7 by 7
If accurate prediction of the array performance is

required, many more elements will be needed than are indicated above
(Refs. 27 and 28).
It is often convenient to assume that the array is infinite in extent,
has a uniform amplitude distribution, and has a linear phase taper from
element to element.

In this manner every el"rviont in the array sees

exactly the same environment, and the calculations for any element apply
equally to all.

These assumptions provide a significant simplification to

the calculation of the element impedance variations presented in subsequent seotions.

In addition impedance measurements made in simulators

correspond to the element impedance in an infinite array.

In spite of tin-

assumptions the infinite array model has predicted with good accuracy the
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array impedance and the impedance variations.

Even arrays of modest

proportions (less than 100 elements) have been in reji tunable agreement
with the results predicted for an infinite array (Ref. 29).

Element Pattern
The radiation pattern of an array is the product of the element
pattern and the array factor as previously defined.

E(M) -- E M)E (M) .
The array factor is determined by the geometric disposition of the
elements and their phasing on the assumption that the elements are isotropic and that there is no mutual coupling. Its peak value is independent
of the scan angle. The element pattern is the actual element radiation
pattern taken in the array in the presence of all other elements and taking
into account all coupling effects and mismatches.

It follows from this

definition that as the array is being scanned, the peak of the radiation
pattern E(0, ^)

will trace out the element pattern. The element pattern
max
may be obtained experimentally by exciting one typical element and terminating each of the other elements in a matched load.

The number of

terminated elements used in practice is the same as the number used for
providing a central element with a large array environment, as discussed
above.

If there are any positions of scanning where a main beam does not

form or where a large loss in gain occurs, it will show up as a null in the
element pattern.
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From energy considerations the gain of a perfect'y matched array
will vary as the projected aperture area, as given in Kq. 24:

-«

A

GO) - -^ cosG.
Assuming that each of the N elements in the array share the gain equally,
the gain of a single element is:

G (9) = ^r cose .
If the element is mismatched, having a reflection coefficient F (6, ^) that
-t

varies as a function of scan angle, then the element gain pattern is reduced to;

G (e)

e

"W

{COiie) (1

" I n9' ^f ) '

The clement pattern may be seen to contain information pertaining
to the element impedance (Ref. 30).
^

The difference between the power

radiated in the element pattern and the power delivered to the antenna
terminals must equal the reflected power.

J,

In terms of the radiation

patterns of the scanning ; rray, this means that since the scanned antenna
patterns trace out the element pattern it follows that the average power
lost from the scanned patterns is equal to the power lost from the element
pattern owing to reflections.

It is not enough to match one element in the

presence of all its terminated neighbors.

The element will deliver power-

to its neighbors: this loss in power corresponds to the average powerlost when scanning.

An ideal, although not necessarily realizable element

pattern, would place all of the radiated power into th.1 scan region giving
a pattern like a cosine on a pedestal, thereby providing maximum antenna
gain for the number of elements used.

4.? -
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Thinned Arrays

The number of radiating elements in an array may be reduced to
a fraction of those needed to completely fill the aperture without suffering
serious degradation in the shape of the main beam.

However, the average

sidelobes are degraded in proportion to the number of elements removed.
The element density may be thinned so as to effectively taper the amplitude
distribution; the spacing is such that no coherent addition can occur to
form grating lobes.

A thinned aperture, where elements have been re-

moved randomly from a regular grid (Ref. 31) is shown in Fig, 14,

I

V -10

I»

I -30

K

-40,

0

(b)

20

40

60
• , (togrtn

ao

Fig. 14 (a) Thinned Array with 4000-Element Grid Containing
900 Elements, (b) Typical Pattern for Thinned Array
(from Willey, Ref. 31). (S. = Average Sidelobe Level)
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The gain is that due to the actual number of elements N (1 (9), hut the
beamwidth is that of the full aperture. For example, if the array has been
thinned so that only 10% of the elements arc used, then the gain of the
array will drop by 10 db.

However, since the main beam is virtually un-

changed, about 90% of the power is delivered to the sidelobe region.
If the removed elements (in a regular thinned array) are replaced
with matched loads, the clement pattern is identical to that of one in the
regular array with all elements excited.

The element pattern is inde-

pendent of the array excitation, and the same fractional amount of power
will be lost (due to mismatch) whether the array is thinned, tapered, or
uniformly illuminated.

It should be noted that the concept of an element

pattern which applies equally to every element is valid only when isolating
feeds are used.

1
I
I
I

A thinned array may also bo implemented with an irregular clement spacing, although this is nol common.

In this cast the element

gain (and impedance) will vary from element to element depending upon the
environment of a given element.

To obtain the gain of the array, it is

necessary to sum all the different element gains (I

en

(9).

Thus:

(1(9) - T: G (9).
en
n
Impedance Variation of Free Space
Although this tiiscussion is concerned with array antennas, it is of
interest to examine the case of a large continuous aperture which may be
considered to be the limiting case of an array of many very small elements
(Ref. .'■i2).

If the aperture is matched to a wave at normal incidence, the

mismatch maybe calculated by determining the impedance variation of a
plane wave as observed from the aperture.

The impedance of the plane

wave as viewed from the aperture is merely the ratio of the project ion
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u
onto the plane of the aperture of a fixed component of the electric intensity
vector K, to the orthogonal component of the magnetic intensity vector H.
At broadside the impedance is the ratio of E to H.
R

=
0

= 120jr ohms .
H

For scanning in the K plane (^ = 0) the E vector is foreshortened by cos9
and the impedance is
E

cose

"K^T

=

„

R

O

cosea

•

n

U

For scanning in the H plane, the H vector is foreshortened and the E
vector remains constant so that:
%

=

E
o
- cos0fl ' cosS *
H

It may be seen that in the principal scan planes the resistance at a 60°

Ü!
J

scan angle differs from the broadside resistance by a factor of two and
will produce a 2:1 VSWR in an aperture that had been matched at broadside.
For scanning in any plane, the normalized impedance as viewed from the
aper;ure is given by:
/a ,i\

R (Q^)
R
o

I ' sin^e cosfe^
cose
t i

The impedance of a medium is seen to be dependent upon the observation

i *
N

angle, and the impedance variation of a scanning aperture is a natural
consequence of this dependence.

The continuous aperture described above

Ij

appears to represent a lower limit to the impedance variation with scanning.

This is indicated by Allen's results (Ref. 33) where the impedance

u

variation with scanning was calculated for dipoles above a ground plane,
L
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In spite of increased mutual coupling, or perhaps because of it, the more
closely the dipoles were spaced, the smaller the impedance variation
with scanning (Fig. 15), Although the impedance variation decreased,
J

the absolute impedance of the dipoles also decreased making them more
difficult Lo match at broadside.

It is expected thtt to obtain an impedance

variation smaller than that of free space some impedance compensation
must be used. Compensation techniques will be discussed later in this
section.
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Scanned Mismatch Variation for Different Element
Spacings (h/X Is Dipole Spacing above Ground Plane)
(after Allen, Ref. 33)

Element Impedance
|

To simplify the computation of the element impedance in an array
and the variation in impedance as the array is scanned, it is usually
assumed that an isolating type of feed is used to distribute power to the
u

u

individual elements.

The simplest example of an isolating feed is a
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separate generator and isolator behind each radiating element (Fig. 13).
In this manner, the only coupling between elements occurs at the radiating
aperture.

To a lesser extent directional couplers and matched hybrids

may also provide an isolating feed (Ref. 26). An equivalent circuit for

n

u

each element in an array using isolating feeds is given in Fig. 16. An

•■nA.

lm

*

I
Inn

u
Fig. 16

0

Equivalent Circuit for an Independently Fed Dipole
in an Array

example of a nonisolating feed is the space feed shown in Fig. 36.

n
Here

it is apparent that mutual coupling occurs at both the feed ape.-ture and
at the radiating aperture. This problem ha? been analyzed by Schwartzman
(Ref. 34) who has obtained good results using a more complex equivalent
circuit.
There are two general techniques available for computing the impedance variation of the elements in an array.
and disadvantages.

Each has its own advantages

One technique uses the isolated element impedance and

the mutual impedances between elements to compute the active element
impedance.

This technique is convenient for the analysis of thin dipoles

where the mutual impedances between elements may be readily computed
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(

.fs. 35 and 36).

For other types of elements (e.g. open ended wave-

guides), the mutual impedances are not easily computed and the scatter!

u
jj

ing matrix technique is more useful.

The scattering method uses the

coupling coefficients between elements, which may be readily measured
by exciting . je element and measuring the amplitude and phase of the
voltage coupled to the other elements.

]

I
I
]

1
1
1

Both of these techniques will be

discussed, and an infinite array technique will be introduced.
Scattering Matrix Formulation
The simplest and most straightforward method for computing the
variation in reflection coefficient (and impedance) is by means of the
scattering matrix of mutual coupling coefficients. The mutual coupling
coefficients maybe easily measu. ed for elements of all types by exciting
one element and terminating each of the other elements in a matched load.
The ratio of the induced voltage at element mn to the excitation voltage at
element pq gives the amplitude and phase of the couoling coefficient
C

. Once these coefficients are determined it is a simple matter to
mn, pq
compute the mismatch for any set of phasing conditions.
Consider the two-element ';rray '^hown in Fig. i7 where each ele-

ment is provided with an isolating feed. The incident wave in each ele-

£r

-o-TZZ

^^ ^-SELF COUPLING

^rclr

\ MUTUAL
U»* COUPLING
'C|2

jr—WV

—v*'«
Fig. 17

V2

J

X

Scattering Matrix Model for Two Element Array
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ment is represented by Vj, V? ; the total reflected wave in each element
is represented by Vi, V2 . It should be apparent that the total reflected

If

wave in any element is the vector sum of the couplings from all elements

j|

including its own reflection as a self coupling.

i
. ;

h

V^ = C« Vj + c2g v2 .

4..:

The reflection coefficient in each element is obtained by dividing the
reflected voltage by the incident voltage in the channel.

U :
1

k

" v2

V,

j

v2

n !

Note that all the quantities must contain both phase and amplitude, and
that as the phases of Vj, V^ are varied to scan the beam, the reflection
coefficients QJ, IJ^) will vary. Although only two elements have been used
in this example, the teclinique is completely general.
the reflection coefficient of the nm

fh

For a large array

■J

n
■
i I
* i'

iji

i

j

n!
tJ

element would be given by:

I

i!
r

mn

=

r

..
all pq

^

V

-Ea.

I

mn

i\ \

mn, pq
Kn V

The general case is treated in more detail by Olir.er and Malech (Ref. 8).
No restrictions need be placed on either the amplitude or phase of the
excitation at each element.

There are also no restrictions placed on the

spacing between the elements so long as the coupling coefficients are
measured for the spacing and environment to be used. A considerablc-
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simplification is obtained by assuming that ea h of the elements sees

I"

the same environment and has the same voltage excitation.
V
t.'\ will always be unity, and the reflection coefficient at element
I mn|
mn is merely the sum of the mutual coupling coefficients with the excita-

1

Thon

L

tion phase at each element taken into account.
j (m-p) T

Ll

T

=
mn

j (m-p) Txs
where e

j (n-q) T
XS

S
C
e
mn p<!
aipq
'

ys

e

,

j (n-q) T
and e

'

give the relative phase excitations

IN

in the x and y directions of the pq

i

element. The impedance variation relative to a matched impedanee at

]

broadside may be obtained immediately from
Z

mn

i

(M)

1 +r
r

zmn
(o, o)
mn

mn

(9,«*)

i - r mn (6, i)

Mutual Impedance Method

I

1

element with respect to the mn

The mutual impedance technique is formulated by relating the
voltages to the currents at the antenna terminals.

interest is the impedance looking into the antenna terminals (i. e.
V mn
), and is referred to as Z (mn), the driving impedance, or the
mn
active impedance. The equations relating the terminal voltages and
currents are written as:
V

mn

=

Z
Z
I
allpq mn'Pq Pq
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With the assumption of an isolating feed, the equivalent circuit of Fig,

[j

16 applies and the equations relating the terminal voltages to the generator volfages are:

[j

V

mn

- e

mn

-z r

ii

g 'am '

li

The double subscript notation indicates the row and column placement of
is the ratio of the voltage in'
duced across the terminals in the mn th elemei
♦: to the current in the pq th

i

;
(

each of the elements in the array. Z

n Pq

element.

11

Combining these two sets of quat-'ons:
Z_ I - Z Z
g
.. pq mn,»m
pq n
pq
B mn
all
pq

mn

If the generator voltages and the mutual impfdance-i »»e known, the cui

0

rents may be determined. Once the current in an element is determined
e
the driving impedance is given bv Zn(mni Z . To solve for the
'
D
• mn
g**
currents requires the inversion of a large matrix equal ir. size i.. the
square of the number of elements to be included.

In practice, a fraction

of the elements in the array may be used, and a typical element in the
center of the ~rray may be selected ua having the typical impedance variation.

If it is assumed that the current excitation on each of the elements

is identical except for a linear phase slope (i.e. regular, infinite array
approximation), it is not necessary to solve for the currents and the calculations are .simplified considerably.
\'

=
mn

and

Z
Z
all pq mn'

In this case:
I
Pq

,
Pq

V
., /(mn). ^ 7 mn = .,
Z.
S
Z
D
I
..
mn, pq
mn
all pq
' ^'
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Since the magnitudes of all the currents are the same,
j(m-p)Txs
ZD(mn) =

L

all pq

Z

mn,pq

5

j(n-q)T
e

J

This is seen ^o be the sum of the mutual impedances with the excitation
phase at each element taken into account. The self impedance of the
it.

mn

element is included in this sum. Once again not very many elements

need be summed to obtain good results. Allen and Diamond (Refs. 26 and

J
]
J
]
3
3

27) treat the mutual impedance concept in greater detail and report good
results with the equal current assumption.

Figure 18 gives their results

for the impedance of a central element in a 9 by 11 array of dipoles above
a ground plane compared with the impedance of a dipole in < n infinite array,

a
v*"
Fig. 18

Comparison of Impedance Variation of the Center
Element in a 9 x 11 Equilateral Triangular Grid
of X /2 Dipoles above a Ground Plane with That
of an Infinite Array (after Allen and Diammd,
Ref. 27)
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Grating Lobe Series

f]
Li

A very useful tool for the computation of the impedance variation
with scanning is the grating lobe series (Refs. 37 and 38) which describes

i <
L1

the impedance variation of an infinite array of regularly spaced elements,
A detailed analysis is rather lengthy» and only a brief sketch will be given
here.

'. j

The technique uses the periodicity of the array lattice and the array

phasing to expand the aperture excitation in a Fourier series.

The aper-

ture excitation is related to the radiated power and to the impedance which
may also be written as a Fourier series.

Each term in the series corre-

sponds to a grating lobe position (in real or imaginary space). The value

n
i

t

of the isolated element pattern (over real and imaginary space) at each
of these grating lobe positions is summed to determine the impedance of
an element in the array.

As the array is scanned, the grating lobe pattern

moves, samples new points in the isolated element pattern, and provides
a new value of impedance,

Nonisolating Feeds
When nonisolating feeds are used, the mutual coupling effects

j i

become dependent on whether the phase shifting element is reciprocal or
nonreciprocal.

Figure 19 shows a space-fed array where it is assumed

that the initial excitations at the input aperture arc of equal amplitude
and phase.

I|
"

If the phase shifters are nonreciprocal, the round trip phase

of a signal reflected from the radiating aperture is independent of phase
shifter setting.

Therefore when reflections occur at tht radiating aperture,

\ |

f j
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I tin 9

a
COLLfMATINa
LENS

Fig. 19

n

PHASE SHIFTERS

Nonlsolating Feed Showing Spurious Lobes when
Reciprocal Phase Shifters Are Used

the reflected signal will be phased so that the input aperture appears as a
mirror as seen from the feed ?ide with the magnitude of the reflection

U

being determined by the radiating aperture. Since the reflected beam docs
not scan, it should be possible to provide a good matcn at the input aper-

J

ture. Matching the input aperture, in this case, is equivalent to providing
the radiating aperture with imiependent feeds. Any secondary reflection

J

from the input aperture will radiate in the original direction of scan.
If reciprocal phase shifters are used, the energy reflected from
the radiating aperture will pick up equal additional phase shift on reflection from the radiating aperture, resulting in a beam at the input aperfu ^
which is phased to scan to twice the original scan angle (in sin9 space).
Some energy will undergo secondary reflection from the input aperture
(which now has a mismatch corresponding to a scan of 2 sm9) and wi1l be
phase shifted once again to produce a beam at the radiating aperture in
the directio-.i 3 sinO.

Additional reflections acquire twice the original
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phase shift for each round trip resulting in radiated beams at positions
of 5 sinS, 7 sinö, etc.

The magnitude of th<-^e beams is approximately

equal to the product of the voltage rtflectio.i coefficients, taidng the
number of bounces into account.

For examole. let F (sin9), IM9. sinS)
r

i

denote the reflection v efficients corresponding to scan angles of sinöat
the radiating aperture and 2 sinöat the input aperture.

TfT (sia9) = 0.2

•t nd r.(2 sin9) = 0, $, the magnitude of the radiated lobe directed at 3 sin6
would be T (sin6) r.'2 sin9) = 0,1, tr 20 db down from the main lobe,
r
Similar results can be expected from series feeds (Ref, 39) and from
reactive parallel feeds (Rcf. 26).
Mutual Coupling and Surface Waves
The mutual coupling between two small isolated dipoles (Ref. 40)
I
i
should decrease as — in the H rlcine and -5 in the E plane (E and H planes
are interchanged for slots). Coupling measurements (Ref. 41) have
shown that in the arii., environme.it the rate of decay is slightly greater
than predicted above, indicating that some of the energy is delivered to
other elements in the array end may be dissipated and reradiated from
these elements.

The same measurements have shown that the phase

difference of the energy coupled to elements is directly proportional to
their distance from the excited elements, indicative of a surface wave
traveling al"Tg the array, leaking energy to each of the elements.

For

best performance the velocity of the surface wave should be very close to
that of free space,

ff the array contains waveguides or horns loaded with

dielectric, the velocity will decrease slightly.

Further, if the dielectric

protrudes from the radiators or if a dielectric sheet is used in front of
the array, the velocity of the surface wave may decrease dran ati 'illy.

- K-; -

n

U

0
0
3
1
0
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This surface wave is important since it can cause a large reflection (and
an accompanying loss of the beam) for some angles of scan.

This c^n

best be seen by examining the condition of phasing for which the couplings
from many elements will add in phase to cause a large reflection in a
typical element.
Consider an array in which the velocity of the surface wave is
that of free space. The difference in the phase of the voltages coupled
from an adjacent pair of elements to element 00 (Fig. 20) is related to

u

the scan angle by:
C

00.06

J

*00.05

e

w

T

© ©
•06
Fig. 20

,

•oo

05

Two Adjacent Elements Coupling to Another Element
in the Same Re-

. .

2ns , 2jrs

2ffS /, ,

. .

.

.

- -r- (1 + sin0nv ) .
The couplings will be in phase when A ^i - 2ir, or when
s

1

X ' 1 + sin0o *
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This is seen to be exactly the same condition as previously determined
for the emergence of a grating lobe into .'eal space. Therefore, it may
be expected that when a grating lobe is about to emerge into real space,
the coupled voltages tend to add in phase and cause a large mismatch.

11

; f

L1

If the dielectric protrudes from the aperture or if a dielectric sheet
covers the aperture (this is one technique for scan compensation discussed

il

below), a large reflection may occur well before the gracing lobe reaches
real space (Ref. 42). Assuming a surface wave velocity of v , the couplings will add in phase when
1

1]

- + sinec

:]

s
s

i!

For the purposes of mutual coupling, a slow wave across the aperture
may be envisioned as being equivalent to spacing the elements farther
apart in free space.

\]
\i
^
n
11

A phenomenon that produces simLar effects can come about without
dielectric in front of the aperture; e.g., by usinf a periodic structure of
baffles.

Under certain conditions an array of open-ended wavep'ides will

perform as though a olow wave were propagating across the aperture.
This effect has been analyzed and studied experimentally (Refs. 43 and 44),
and it has been shown that as the array is scanned, higher order modes
are excited in the waveguides. Even though these modes are cut off, they
contribute to the active impedance. At certain angles, almost all of the
energy is reflected, causing a null in the element pattern. To guard
against these reflections it is best to design the radiators so that higher
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order modes are well in the cutoff region.

Figure 21 shows the results

obtained by Diamond using a waveguide arrpy. When only the dominant
TKlc mode was taken into account the na\ could not be explained. When
the TEfe0 mode (which was only blightly out off) was taken into account, the
null showed up clearly.

Since a null in the element pattern indicates con-

structive addition of the mutually coupled signals, it appears that the array
of open-ended waveguides causes the couplings between elements to have a
ph?se variation corresponding to a velocity slower than that of free space.

J
J
J
i
3
10

TRIANGULAR GRID
BASE > 1.0080 X
ALT.«0.9040X ^.
o«0.9050\/>
b • 0.40k /

EXPERIMENT
TE

K>

VX

s

,

MULTIMv-?

GRATING LOBE
ANGLE (60*)

z

s

o
UJ

-W-

•r

at i-i90

SCAN ANGLE (deg)

Fig, 21

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental H-Plane
Element Pattern; Triangular Array of Wave Guides
with 2:1 Ratio of Width to Height (from Diamond,
Ref. 44)

Regardless of the cause of the null, it will show up in the element
pattern. If only a few elements surround the central element, the null
will normally be shallow and broad.
will be deep pjid sharp.

If many elements are used, the null

The null will also show up if the mutud coupling

coefficients are measured and used to calculate the reflection coeffici»
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Array Simulators

ri

u
A good deal of effort has gone into matching a radiator in the

n

presence of an array of radiators. The use of waveguide simulators as
developed by Wheeler Laboratories has made is possible to determine
the matching structure experimentally without the need of building an
array. A waveguide, operating in a TE,0 mode, may be considered to
contain two inclined plane waves propagating down the guide. The angle

d

each of the plane waves makes with the longitudinal direction (Fig. 22)
is determined by the H dimension of the waveguide and simulates the
i i

angle of scan of an infinite array
TERMINATED
/ RAOIATORS

»(•) —
IMPEDANCE LOOKING
AT INFINITE ARRAY
FROM 9- liiH X

r

*e

Fig. 22

tl«e»-ji-«-^ FUR TE«, MODE

Array Simulator Terminated with Two Dummy Elements

sine =

_A_
c

(3D

where 0 = scan an^le, X - free space wavelength, and X.

- cutoff wave-

length of the guide. Additional scan angles may be simulated by exciting
other modes.

The waveguide dimensions are chrsen so that a radiating

element (or elements) placed in the waveguide sees mirror images in the
walls of the waveguide that appear to be at the same spacing as the array
to be simulated.

Both rectangular and triangular arrays may be simu-
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lated as shown in Fig. 23.

The impedance measurements are made by

looking into a waveguide simulator that is terminated with dummy elements.
This is equivalent to looking at an infinite array from xree space at a scan
angle given by Eq. 31.

A matching structure designed from the simulator

impedance data may be placed int.» the simulator to measure its effectiveness.

Several simulator designs, results, and a complete discussion of

the topic have been presented by Hannan and Balfour (Ref. 45). The technique is limited in that only discrete scan angles can be simulated.
J

Several

scan angles in both planes of scan will give a general idea of the array impedance, but may miss a large reflection of the type described in this

u

section under 'Mutual Coupling and Surface Waves. " Nevertheless, the
array simulator is the best method available for empirically determining
the array impedance without building an array.

CD

]

□ O □ O CH-T
i

1

1

CD

t

o cb ,□ C[D o-1
o mi o □ □

i-tT

CD

ui MUMC umm WITH SIMULATOR SUKRIKMUO

Fig. 23

j

I

CD-*

pj-i" IMULATM MWPMNH

CD

CD

(»I TIIMMULM «WUT WITH SMUUTM MKRHiMWO.

Rectangular and Triangular Array Geometries with
Simulator Boundaries Superimposed

Under certain conditions, the matched element impedance may be
determined analytically by envisioning a simulator (Ref. 46).

For example,

if the waveguide simulator is terminated by a single dummy element, the
matched impedance of the element is exactly the impedance of the wave-f

guide.

Since waveguide impedances are well known, the matched impedancr

at the simulator scan angle is also known.

]
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Compensation for Scanned Impedance Variation
The impedance of an element in an array has been discussed and
has been shown to vary as the array is scanned. An array which is matched
at broadside can be expected to have at least a 2:1 VSWR at a 60° angle of
scan.

To compensate for the impedance variation, it is necessary to have

a compensation network that is also dependent on scanning. Two methods
have been suggested by Wheeler Laboratories to provide such scan dependent
compensation.
The first method uses a thin sheet of high dielectric constant material
(e.g. alumina) spaced a fraction of a wavelength from the array as shown
in Fig. 24.

The properties of a thin dielectric sheet (less than a quarter

wave in the medium) are such that to nn incident plane wave it appears as
a susceptance that varies with both the plane of scan and the angle of scan«
With respect to the broadside susceptance, the approximate variation with
scan angle is given by:

Fig. 24

Planar Array with Thin Dielectric Sheet Spaced a
Fraction of a Wavelength from the Radiators

,
plane:

B(e)
-~~

E plane:

--

u
H

where«

r

- relative permittivity.

cose '
sinfe9
cos6 C^cosfl

Magill and Wheeler (Ref. 47) describe
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the tccl^miquc in greater detail and present the results of a particular
design using simulators. An alumina matching sheet is attrac tive because
it simultaneously provides a natural radome.

It snould be cautioned that

a dielectric sheet in front of the aperture may produce a slow surface wave
and a possible null in the element pattern.

However, a thin dielectric

matching sheet has been used for a 400-element array (Ref. 29), and some
compensation was achieved without any noticeable slow wave phenomenon.

]

A second method for providing impedance compensation is to use

]

interconnecting networks between the radiating elements. As shown in

]

channels to effect at least partial cancellation of the variation in coupling

Fig. 25, some of the phase shifted energy may be coupled into adjacent
via" the radiating elements.
Hannan et al. (Ref. 48).

This technique is described in detail by

By measuring the coupling coefficients between

elements in a 1000 element square grid array and computing the impedance
variation for a central element, workers at HTL (Ref. 6) have shown reasonable compensation with a simple interconnecting network which con-

J

sists of coupling holes between adjacent waveguide channels as in Fig, 25.

]

Fig. 25

Coupling between Adjacent Elements to Provide
Compensation for Impedance Variation with
Scanning (from Amitay et al., Ref. 6)
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V. QUANTIZATION ERRORS IN PHASED ARRAYS
The effect on the gain and the radiation pattern of random errors
in the antenna excitation function are discussed in Ref, 5. Of concern
here are errors peculiar to phased arrays, which are due to the quantization of amplitude and phase, and the lobes that occur when these errors
are repeated periodically.
Phase Quantization
Phase Errors
Many different types of phase shifters are suitable for steering
phased arrays.

Most of these phase shifters are digitally controlled and

can be set vith an accuracy that is a functioi: of the number of bits.

For

simplicity of phase shift computation and operation, and for minimal cost,
a small number of bits is desired.

This number controls the detailed per-

formance of the array, affecting the gain, sidelobes, and beam pointing
accuracy.
With a phase shifter having P bits, the phase can be set to the
desired value with a residual error:
it
Peak phase error - a - f—7,

(^2)

2

RMS phase error = «„..„ '■
RMS ^ 3 2P
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Loss in Gain

f]

Following the treatment of Miller (Ref. 49) the radiation pattern
■

maximum E'O)

of an array of N elements, with equal amplitude exmax
..
citation of all elements and with " ^hase quantization error a at the n
element, is
n = N-!
£•(9) max

« t.
n = 0

r = N-l

cosa +
1

w

n

li
0;

sina
n

3S
n = A0

;

The phase errors are usually distributed symmetrically about
a 2
Since a is small, cosa »^1 -—-—
n
n
2

n = N-l
the aperture so that
£
sina = 0,
n
n=0
and the peak of the beam becomes:

a a

n = N-l

E'^mav*
max

S

!

(l--~).
2

n= 0

Normalizing with respect to the peak of the error free pattern E(9)

Lij
max

,

L

gives in terms of the RMS phase error;
E'(9)
, ^RMS
E(9) ^ J "
2
*

(34)

The loss in gain caused by phase errors is:
AG = 1

/E'(9)V
\E{Q))

'

which combines with Eqs. 33 and 34 to
^-«RMS^^P-
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With many array elements this result is statistically independent of the
amplitude distribution. An enumeration of Eq, 35 gives
Number of phase shifter bits^ P
Loss in Gain AG,

db

3

1.0

0.34

0. 06

From the point of view of gain, therefore, 3 or 4 bits would appear ample.

RMS Sidelobes
Phase quantization decreases the gain of the main beam as shown
above. The energy that has be^n lost is distributed to the sidelobes.
Within the region of space scanned by the array, the element gain is the
same, on the average, for the main beam and the sidelobes.

The side-

lobe energy must, therefore, be compared with the average gain G. .r that
the whole antenna has above that of the radiating element, to provide a
gain that is averaged over the region of scan.

For practical systems

Miller allows an additional loss in gain of 2 db to account for illumination
taper and scanning degradation. With N elements the average gain then
becomes:
OAV=0.63N(l-0,HMS').
With Eq. 35 this gives a relative RMS sidelobe level
Sidelobes

RMS

2
a
AG
RMS
G.,. ~ 0.'63N

AV

_5
.2P

(36)

N

Figure 26 shows the RMS sidelobe level as a function of the number of bits
and total number of radiating elements. Three or 4 bits should be adequate
for most practical phased arrays.
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Beam Pointing Accuracy
The accurate determination of the direction of targets is made with
the monopulse difference pattern. The accuracy of the null position of the
difference pattern is, therefore, of interest. With quantized phase shifter;
the position of this null can be moved with a granularity that is a function
of the bit size.
Following the analysis of Frank and Ruze (Ref. 50), Fig. 27.shows
an apertu. e with an even number of elements N, separate^ by distances s.
All elements are excited with equal amplitude and antisymrDHtric: phase,

-j

|

to give a difference pattern

• \

D(9) = 2j <sin(-^ sin9 - ^j + sin (-— sine - ^J
L

.

f{N - Dits

... + sin (

. .

.

...

\\

sine " *N j>
2

For a null of the difference pattern at 6? :
N
"S2
n=l

sin {i^n ^-11^ sir^
X
I

-0 I
n
J

= 0 .

If the phases are nearly those required to produce a null at d0t then the
sine can be replaced by its argument and the equation simplifies to:
sine

N
"2
Z
il>
n - 1

n

4
-■ ——
ffrN^

.

(37)

If a phase increment equal to the smallest bit size ~ is applied anti2
symmetrically to a pair of radiators, then the null will shift by 66 radian.',
such that:
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(38)

69 cos90 = ^
It should be noted that the movement of the null is independent of the

position of the radiators and that the phase on any symmetric pair of
radiators may be changed with equal effectiveness. Equation 38 can be
expressed in terms of beamwidth from Eq. 14, with aperture
66
9 B(scanned)

u

= Ns:

9

(39)

N2

S nail steering increments are possible.

For example, with an

trray with 100 elements and 3-bit phase shifters, the beam may be
stoered in increments of -ibout 1% of a beamwidth. If only one element
has the phase changed rather than a symmetric pair, then the beam is
moved by half the amount indicated by Eq. 39.
Tha sum

"

=

N
2

£
n = 1

J
^i

in Eq. 37 represents the total phase increments

to all elements. This may be used in performing the beam steering computations by distributing the total phase increments to all the elements in
a linear manner. The monopulse null will then have an absolute accuracy
of one half of the value given by Eq, 39.
With tapered amplitude distributions the phase bits become proportionately weighted.
The exact pointing direction of the sum pattern peak may be derived
by similar means.

Surprisingly, it does not move synchronously with the

difference pattern.

Its motion is dependent on both the weighting and the

position of the elements.
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Periodic Errors

Periodic Amplitude and Phase Modulation
Both amplitude and phase quantization lead to discontinuities
which may be periodic and give rise to quantization lobes which ai e
similar to grating lobes.
Amplitude or phase errors that vary cosinusoidally may be
analyzed simply, after Brown (R ^f, 31).

Figure 28a shows an original
2lBC

amplitude distribution F(x) disturbed by a cosinusoidal ripple q cos —7giving a new distribution F^x) such that:
F'fx) - F(x)+ q F(x)cos —
. 2ffx

{'

= F(x)+| < F(x) e

S

. 2ffx ,

+ F(x)

If the original radiation pattern, due to F(x), was K(9), then the modified
pattern becomes:

E'(9) = E(e) + f E ^sine -f -}-] + f E [sinö - -£j .
■ 1

J

That is, amplitude quantization lobes occur at sin8: = ± s-jr and have
q
'^
an amplitude — .
SimiiarTy, small phase ripples jScos

2ffx

, as shown in Fig. 28b,

modify the aperture distribution to
iß cos

2ffx

F'(x) = F(x) e

F( x)|l

+ j/3cos^

. 2lT\
:■■ F(x)+ j| ^F(\) v

S

. 2irx .

M

+ F(x) e
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J
giving the radiation pattern

K'W) ■ E(9)+ f E (Sta9 +-4)

+

f E (Sln9 - -^

.

— and
anH have
hu </o an
an amplitude
u ntirVl if IIHü
That is, quantization lobes occur at sin^ = ± —jr

ü

ü

S,

When the beim is scanned to 9c, the quantization lobes occur at an
angle 9^ where sin9i - sm9o

U

7r • The gain of the aperture varies as
SIX
cos9 and the relative amplitude of the quantization lobe is modified by the

' ;
U

factor V^f.
cos9o

[1
y

Figure ?0c and (d) show square amplitude and p use variations.
The calculation of the quantization lobes for these and other repetitive

«
u

errors consists of calculating the value of the radiation pattern generated
by the repetitive portion of the aperture in the direction of the quantization
lobe 9;,, and normalizing it with respect tr the value at the scan angle B0.

i- i

This calculation is shown here for the case of the square phase modulation
of Fig. 28d, Referring to the figure, with n radiators in the sub-elf ment
sperture —, each with a pattern *JcosB,
Sub-element pattern: S (9) = ^os9—^rr
*~=n sinl^T (sin0 ~ sin9o)|
Element pattern: E (9) = Sp(9) co-fff (s'n9 " sin90 ) + ßl

ffs ,...-,

.

_

Quantization lobe angle = Qx, where -r- (,3in9i - sin9o ) = -It
«t.

i u

E e Or )
'

/
ri/cos6,

.

Ü s

n
1

^

.

Phase quantization lobe = ■-.-■ • = y
r~— tanfir .
v
E (9,>)
cos9
. ff
e '
' n sm—2n
A-

A-

i ■

!
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Fig. 28

Effects of Periodic Amplitude and Phase Modulation
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The phase quantization lobe quickly converges to a limiting value as n

11

increases so that:
Phase quantization lobe (n «- 3) ^ 2
" ff

-i/cosei

py

cos0&

When n = 1 there is only one radiator in the sub-element, and its pattern
isycosB.

I!

li

The phase varies from element to element by 2$, and the

phase quantization lobe is increased from the above expression (by 4 db)
to:

£

Phase quantization lobe (n = 1) „ß\J:

COS'

COS0-

This result and the corresponding one for element-to-element amplitude
ripples are shown in Figs. 281 and (f).

Under (g) are shown triangular

phase errors and the resulting quantization lobe.

ol
yi
j

Peak Phase Quantization Lobes
Peak quantization sidelobe values will be derived by considering
the actual aperture phase distribution.

Figure 29, after Miller, shows

_

-t

-

Y

—

V
j—J
A
p"7

.MUX IIMW

Hi
M

K
kK
IVKK VvkfyN
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I

^
1

-KSMenuKwirr

JA>-acni«. «mi mrr

■'

s
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if

(7*
/

x

Q

0 »»•it
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7*

1
ILCWIIT Ml««(f -

Fig. 29

Aperture Phase Errors Due to Phase Quantization
(from Miller, Ref. 49)
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this distribution for some scan angle 90 and the resulting errors due to
phase quantization. Although a continuous curve has been drawn, only
points corresponding to integral values of M are meaningful.
The greatest phase quantization lobes seem to occur with a phase
slope such that the elements are spaced, as indicated in the figure, by a
distance exactly half the period r or an exact odd multiple thereof.

Since

the distance between elements is about X/2, the value of r is about one
wavelength, and the array has to be scanned from broadside before the
quantization lobe emerges.

It will appear at an angle 9; , given (Eq. 10) by

sinO, - sin0o K.

1

r/X

sin0o - 1

(40)

.

The phase error under these conditions has element-to-element phase
ripples with a peak-to-peak valuta = —~
2
to give:
Peak phase quantization lobe

—

From Fig. 28f this is seen
cos9:
V cos9

(41)

These values are shown in Fig. 30,
-10-

I
ELEMENT TO ELEMENT
PHASE RIPPLE ( Fi«.26f ond 29)

N

i

SMALL e0 .TRIANGULAR
PHASE ERROR (3*p)

9
t
4

5

NUMBER OP BITS (P)

Fig. 30

Peak Sidelobes Due to Phase Quantization
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The triangular repetitive phase error shown in Fig. 29 appears
at the aperture if the beam points close to broadside and there are many
radiators within the distance r. The same shape of phase error is obtained, although spanning several sawtooth cycles,

if the element spacing

corresponds to a distance slightly greater than r, or multiples thereof.
Figure 28g gives, for this triangular phase error of ± ~ ,
2
Peak phase quantization lobe.-i —
2

(42)

This value is shown in Fig. 30 for small scan angles, .vhen

VcosS» '
In this case the position (9i ) of the quantization lobe is given by sinQ^ =
sinQo

77" where, from Fig. 29, —r- sind0 = 2a = — .
p
sixiBx f« (1-2 )e0

This simplifies to

.
< i

An examination of Fig. 30 shows that peak phase quantization
lobes are significant and attempts should oe made to reduce them.
Reduction of Peak Phase Quantization Lobes
Miller points out that the peak quantization lobes can be reduced
by deco.rrelating the phase quantization errors. This may be done by
adding a constant phase shift in the path to each radiator, with a value
that differs from radiator to radiator by amounts that are unrelated to
the bit size.

The variable phase shifter is then programmed to account

for this additional insertion phase.
sidelobe energy can be obtained.

Better than random distribution of

With a spherical or parabolic law of

insertion phase variation, as obtained with optical feed systems (Section
VII), the reduction in peak quantization lobes are equivalent to adding
one bit to the phase shifters in a 100-element array, two bits in a 1000element array, and three bits in a 5000-elt'mont array.
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3

Amplitude Quantization
When the aperture of a phased array is divided into

lal sub-

arrays, then aeross eroh subarray the amplitude distribution is constant.
Aperture taper for the antenna ia approximated by changing amplitude
i

from subarray to subarray, and quantization lobes arise from these discontinuities.

The value of these lobes may be estimated from the various

;
i

I

results shown in Fig. 28 or actually computed by summing all contributions \t the Known quantization (grating) lobe angles.

The distribution

becomes smoother as the number of subarrays is increased or as they
interlaced, as shown in Fig. 41.
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VI.

j

BANDWIDTH OF PHASED ARRAYS

Scanned arrays which operate over a wide signal bandwidth require that the aperture excitation of the individual radiators is advanced
or delayed in time, as shown in F*g. 3b, to form the desired inclined
equiphase front. This time delay has to be achieved with absolute precision and requires many components. With phased arrays (Fig. 3a),
the desired scanned phase front is obtained by adjusting the delay up to
a maximum value of one period of oscillation, that is, modulo 2ff in
phase.

This limits the signal bandwidth since a change in frequency

changes the beam pointing direction. In contrast to the signal bandwidth of interest here and which will be calculated in th< following, the
"tuneable" bandwidth of a phased array is wide if the phase at each element is readjusted with frequency.
Parallel Fed Phased Arrays
When all radiating elements of a phased array are fed in parallel
by equal line lengths, then their excitation will be frequency independent,
and bandwidth limitations will result only from the characteristics of the
phase controlled aperture.
At a frequency fc , wavelength X, , the beam is steered to a
direction 9e with a phase setting (Fig. 3a) ij) =-r— =
sinQcOn the ele\\
c
ment located a distance x from the array center. At a frequency £ this same
phase setting steers the beam to a new direction, 60 + 09, ^o that

-*—
f," sine-^ = —
4' sin(e, + 69) .
C;
C
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With a small change in frequency, the change in direction 69 is small,
and

i

sintö,,, + 6B) >< sinöt, +66 cosöo ,
which gives, with Eq. 43:
f - t
69>---J*——*- tan90

radians.

(44)

As the frequency is increased, the beam scans towards broadside by an
angle that is independent of the aperture size or beamwidth.
In terms of percentage bandwidth, Eq. 44 gives, by measuring
69 relative to the band center,
..
Bandwidth (%) . a
69 -'■■' ±L
TQ^
tan90

,.
radians

«■; -fc 0.29 Bandwidth (%) tan9u

degrees.

(45)

The amount 69 that the b-iam scans wifh a change in frequency increases
as the tangent of the scan angle. At broadside, the beam remains stationary as the frequency is changed, but at a zcai ungle of 60°, 69 (degrees)
::-■ ± - Bandwidth (%).

The permissible amount that the beam may scan with

frequency is related to the beamwidth since pattern and gain deteriorations
are a function of the fractional beamwidth scanne;:.

The angle that the beam

actually scans, on the other hand, is related to the percentage bandwidth.
A bandwidth factor may, therefore, be defined in terms of the broadside
beamwidth:
u

J

VJ*U

^

*

v

Bandwidth ?actor - K =

Bandwidth (%)

— / •;;—
r •
Beamwidth (degrees)

80 -
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From Eq. 45, 69 normalized to its local beamwidth becomes:
66
>« 0.29 K sin0o .
9 (scanned)

(47)

A reasonable criterion is to limit the bandwidth so that the beam never
scans by more than ± 7 of a local beamwidth with frequency, i, e.,
criterion; k™;
TT I
— |3 (scanned) I

- 7
4

(48)

This criterion gives, as limiting value,
K ^ ^

.

(49)

With a scan of 60° this gives K = 1 and in terms of broadside beamwidth
the limit is:
Bandwidth {%> = Beamwidth (decrees).
As long as 6C ^ sin9oj Eq. 49 (with Eq. 46) may be stated with equal
accuracy as;
Bandwidth (%)^

5C
7—
—
,
Number of Beamwidths scanned

where the beamwidth is the broadside beamwidth.
When a monopulse system is used, the difference pattern null is
scanned with a change in frequency by the amount 69 given by Eq, 44.
The amplitude of the difference pattern at an angle 69 from its null,
relative to the peak of the sum pattern, can be shown to be;
9. (scanned)
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With Eqs. 47 and 49 this gives:

')

0(69)^ 0.4K sineg ,

(51)
i

and with the bandwidth criterion of Eq, -i8,
DIÖG)^ 0.35 .

(52)

Th( bandwidth criterion of Eq. 48 thus implies that at the maximum scan
1
angle the beam moves with frequency up to + 7 of its local oeamwidth and
the difference pattern "null" increases up to -9 db relative to the peak of
the sum pattern.
- \

The bandwidth factor K may be expressed in terms of the equivalent pulse length.

If the whole band were used, a pulse could have been

formed of duration T = —-—-;—rrr (between 4 db points), or length L given
bv:
L = cT

C

C 100

100X

Bandwidth " f Bandwidth (%) " Bandwidth (%) *

and from Eqs. 46 and 5,
L^^a,

(53^

where 'a' is the aperture size. V/hen K

r

1 (BO3 scan), the corresponding

statement *o Bandwidth (%) - Bsamwidth (degrees) is (min) Pulse Length =Vwice Aperture Size.
Subarrays with Time Delay
The radiating elements of a phased array may be grouped into
subarrays where time delay elements are added. This is shown in Fig. 31,
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«-RADIATORS
VARIABLE
PHASE
SNIFTERS

VARIABLE
7^
•»'tT TIMEDELAfS

Fig. 31

Phased Array Using Subarrays with Time Delay

The antenna may be regarded as an array of subarrays. The subarray
pattern forms the element factor; it is steered by phase shifters in the
desired direction but it will scan with frequency as indicated by Eq. 44.
The array factor is scanned by adjusting the frequency independent time
delay elements. All subarrays are steered in the same manner.

The

total radiation pattern is the product of array factor ?nd element factor.
A change in frequency gives rise to grating lobes rather than shifts of
the be-im position.

This can be seen from Fig, 32. On^ subarray pattern

is shown at the design frequency f. and is seen to have a null a the position of the grating lobe. As the frequency is changed by 6f, the pattern
is scanned.

It is shown dotted in a position where it has been scanned by

a little more than half its beamwidth.

This is clearly too much, for the

product of array and element factors gives two beams of equal amplitude.
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-8UBARRAY PATTERN AT f«
!*_ S|

^

SÜSARRAY PATTiRM AT f, ♦ 8f

■i
ARRAY PAt..<<

11

.1

»^ (ttot-ikiAi)
t'SMONG BETWEEN
AOMCENT SUBARRATS

Fig. 32

Generation of Grating Lobes by Change of Frequency

The loss in gain and the magnitude of the grating lobe are a function of the fractional subarray beamwidth that has been scanned as a result of the change in frequency. The values may be derived from array
theory in a manner similar to that used in Section V to calculate square
phase quantization lobes.

The results may be expressed in terms of the

bandwid-n factor K (referred to the subarray broadside beamwidth). At
the edges of the band, ignoring the element factor.
1

Relative Grating Lobe Amplitude.-^

K sineu
it

(54)
- 1

"

"sin (7 K sin90 ) 1

Loss in Gain AG «< 1 -

(55)

T K sine.

J

Figure 33 shows these values as a function of K for a scan of 60°.
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1.0

1.2

■EAMWIOTH (OMrtM)

Fig. 33

Loss of Gain and Grating Lobe Amplitude as a Function
of Bandwidth (Phased Subarrays with Time Delay,
Scanned 60°). The Actual Value of the Grating Lobe at öj
will be increased by J

j~- from the Value Shown

l/cosö«

K = 1 was the value previously used for scanning 60° and appears
acceptaole here, where the relevant beamvvidth is the broadside beamwidth of the subarray.

Thus if the aperture is split into N subarrays in

one plane, with time delay networks at each subarray level, then the
bandwidth is increased by a factor of N.

This same bandwidth criterion

leads to a reduction in gain of about 0. 7 db and a grating lobe of about
-11 db at the edges of the band with 60° scan.

Interlacing of subarrays

can reduce the occurrence of these grating lobes (Fip. 41).
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U
The monopulse null position is unaffected by the behavior of the
subarrays as long as they all respond in the same way.

The null posi-

tion is determined only by the time delay networks or phase shifters at
the subarray level and corresponds to the array factor null, which is
unaffected when multiplied by the element pattern.
■ I

Time Delay Networks
Figure 34a shows a time delay network that is digitally controlled
by switches.
persively
r
J

The total delay path length that has to be provided nondis-

amounts to 'a sin6

angle for the aperture 'a!.

,' where 9
is the maximum scan
max
max
The smallest bit size is about X/2 or X, with

the precise setting adjusted by an additional variable phase shifter, A
1° beam scanned 60°, for example, requires a time delay of 6 or 7 bits,
the largest being 32 wavelengths, as well as an additional phase shifter.
The tolerances are tight, amounting in this case to a Tew degrees out of
about 20, 000, and are difficult to meet.

Problems may be due to leakage

past the switch, to a difference in insertion loss between the alternate
paths, to small mismatches at the various junctions, to variations in
temperature or to the dispersive characteristics of some of the reactive
components.

Painstaking design is necessary.

diodes or circulators.

The switches may be

Leakage past the switches may be reduced by

adding another switch in series in each line. The difference in insertion loss between the two paths may be equalized by padding the shorter
arm.

The various problems are comprehensively assessed and analyzed

by Temme and Betts (Ref. 26).
On transmitting, the tolerances are less severe since the requirements are usually for power ou target rather than for accurate angle dotermination.
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Figure 34b shows another configuration that has the advantage of
simplicity.

Each of the switchable circulators connects either directly

across (counterclock vviso) or via the short-circuited length.

Isolation

in excess of 30 db is required, and the higher insertion loss of the longer
path cannot easily be compensated.

VANIAU.C PHA$E
SHIPTCR

to) TIME DELAY IV CHOOSIIM UWER OK LOWER PATHS

J

1
tMORT ORCUIT
/

VARIAOLC PHASE
SHIPTER

W

TIME DELAY USlNt SWITCHED CIRCULATORS

Fig. 34

Time Delay Configurations

A further method of providing delay is possible by translating the
problem from the microwave domain and delaying at IF.
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It is clear that th insertion loss of time delay circuits is too high
for most practical systems,

Thny would, therefore, precede a final

power amplifier on transmitting and follow a preamplifier on receiving.
Only the edge elements or edge subarrays of the an' snna require
the full range of time delay. The center does not need any time delay,
only a biasing line-length. The amount of delay required increases as
the edge of the aperture is approached. This is shown in Fig, 35.

o «nömox

•APERTURE

Fig. 35

»Variable» and »Fixed Bias1 Time Delay for an
Aperture

End-Fed Series Arrays
An end-fed series array is shown in Fig. 37a.

The radiating

elements are in series and progressively further and further removed
from the feed point. When the frequency is changed the ^hase at the
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radiating elements changes proportionately to the length of feed line so
J

that the phase at the aperture tilts in a linear manner and the beam is
scanned.

j

This effect is useful for frequency scanning techniques but in

the case of phased arrays it is undesirable and reduces the bandwidth.
It has been shown previously that with phased arrays the pointing direction of a scanned beam also changes with frequency (e.g. Hq. 44) since
phase rather than time delay is adjusted.

These two c Jiang es in beam

pointing direction may add or subtract, depending on the direction the
beam has been scanned.

The worst case will be considered here.

With a change in frequency a nondispersive transmission line
having free space propagation characteristics and a length 'a1 equal to
the siz» of the aperture that it feeds, will produce a linear phase variation across the aperture with a maximum value at the edges of

I

..
. 2ffa Bandwidth (%)
..
^ = ±—
—
radians .

..„.
(56)

The beam is thereby scanned through an angle:

i

.n
Art
^ Bandwidth (%
,.
I
09~—
= t—rr-r
radians,
2ff
. ofl
200 cose0
-7- a t osQo
X

where 8© is the scan angle.
Normalizing this expression with respect to the scanned beamwidth
(Eqs. 14 and 46) gives, for scanning due to the feed system,
fi8
9- (scanned)'

t 0.2» K .

(57)

B

The total fractional beamwidth scanned with frequency includrs the amount
scanned due

to the aperture being adjusted in phase rather than by timr
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delay.

Scanning in one direction will tend to make the two effects carcel

but they will add when scanning in the other direction» giving, from Eqs.
47 and 57:

Hotal) .,

6 „(scanned)

o. 29K (i
+ sine.)
.
*
~f

+

a

(58)

xr •

•
..
•
. • u 1 ! ^ ^u
Using6 ^
the previous
criterion
r—;(Total) TT - + T1 » which
led to the monor
6D(scanned)
4
D

pulse difference pattern deterioration of Eq. 52, gives the bandwidth
factor;
K =

Bandwidth (%)
Beamwidth (degrees) '

0.87
1 + sin90 *

With 60° of scan this gives K ■ 0,5 which is one half of the value obtained
with a parallel fed array.
When the transmission line is waveguide, it can be shown that the
change of phase as a function of frequency is increased bv the factor
X
g . This modifies the last equation, giving
-*

K,„,_!k8I_

.

,60,

r^ + sinG-,
a
Bailin (Ref. 52) has calculated the effects of bandwidth on an end-fed waveguide array with X

r

1.4X

for a broadside besm (9: - 0).

He suggests

a minimum pulse length of L - 3a, which corresponds (Eq. 53) to K - 2/3.
This agrees with the result of Eq. 60.
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Center-Fed Series Arrays

.1
^
-1

With center-fed series arrays the phase deviation as a function of
frequency is only half that of the end-fed array, since the length of the
feed line is halved.

•
i

The phase distribution is symmetric and gable shaped,

leading to beam distortions, but it does not scan the beam.
With a nondisporsive transmission line with free space characteriistics, the peak phase variation as a function of frequency is;

J

1

J

i

1
1
I

A

A

/

! 2!ff a Bandwidth (%)

^ + T 2 —JM

..

radlans

'

which gives, with Eqs. 5 and 46,
It
Alji - + - K

radians .

(61)

With a waveguide feed, the value of A^fc is increased to
it *e
A^ = ± -■ K r**
a

radians .

(62)

This gable distribution is permissible for values perhaps as high as A|)
It
a
± ff-, and the feed system of a center-fed series array
is not usually the
limiting factor in the determination of bandwidth.
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VII.

FEED NETWORKS FOR PHASED ARRAYS
Optical Feed Systems

Phased array apertures may be used in the form of lenses or
re (lectors, as shown in Fi^. 36, where an optical feed system provides
the proper aperture illumination.
tors coupled by phase shifters.
matching.

The lens has input and output radia-

Both surfaces of the lens require

The primary feed can be optimized tr give an efficient

aperture illumination with little spillover (1 to 2 db), for both sum and
difference patterns.

If desired the transmitter feed can be separated

tOw «"Atl WWt>*.f

I
1
I

Fig. 36

Optical Feed Systems

from the receiver by an angle a, as shown.

The antenna is then re-

phased betwei-n transmitting and receiving so that in both cases the beam
points in the same direction.

The phasing of the antenna has to include

a correction for the spherical phase front. This can be seen to amount to

? VFT r^ - f]

1 £'
X f

f,

1 ^

Y -4 (7) ^-...j
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With a sufficiently large focal length, the spherical phase front may be
approximated by that of two crossed cylinders, permitting the correction
to be applied simply with row and column steering commands. Correction of the spherical phase error with the phase shifter reduces peak
phase quantization lobes (Section V).

Space problems .^«y be encountered

in assembling an actual system, especially at higher frequencies, since
all control circuits have to be brought out at the side of the aperture.
Multiple beams may be generated by adding further primary feeds.
All the beams will be scanned simultaneously by equal amounts in sin9.
.]
The phased array reflector shown in Fig. 36b has general characteristics similar to those of the lens.

However, the same radiating

element collects and re-radiates after reflection. Ample space for
phase shifter control circuits exists behind the reflector.

To avoid

aperture blocking, the primary feed may be offset as shown. As before,
transmit and receive feeds may be separated and the phases separately
computed for the two functions. Multiple beams are again nossible with
additional feeds.
The phase shifter must be reciprocal so that there is c net controllable phase shift after passing through the device in both directions.
This rules out nonreciprocal phase shifters.
Constrained Feeds
Series Feeds
Figure 37 shows several types of series feeds.

In all cases the

path length to each radiating element has to be computed a:i a function of
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frequency and taken into account when setting the phase shifters.

Fig-

ure 37a is an end-fed array. It is frequency sensitive and leads to
more severe bandwidth restrictions than most other feeds.

Figure

37b is center fed and has essentially the same bandwidth as a parallel
feed network (Section VI). The series feeH lends itself to simple
assembly te< mio'ies.

Sum and difference pattern outputs are available,

but they have contradictory requirements for optimum amplitude dis-i

tribution that cannot both be satisfied.

As a result, either good sum or

good difference patterns can be obtained, but no reasonable compromise
seems possible that gives good sum and difference patterns simultaneously.

1

0 0 0 0 fy 0»"*'~0
in mo •«»

1 T f T 'J ^

"— -~

0 0 0 0 0 0

uyr

0

7

~^

0 0 0 0

in ami« rto »tn sEnnnuT o»ii»:tn su»
ADD OirrCRZIICE CMMHELS

l«) Ceu«L nfH LCtNTH rccD

jyUWAJ AU «»IS MM« S"i'It«

Fig. 37

Series Feed Networks

At the cost of some additional complexity the difficulty can be overcome
by the method shown under Fig. 3 7c.

Two separate center-fed feed

lines are used and combined in a network to give sum and difference
pattern outputs (Ref. 53).
tributions is possible.

Independent control of the two amplitude dis-

For efficient operation the two feed lines require
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distributions that are orthogonal within each branch of the array, that
is, in each branch the two feed lines give rise to patterns where the peak
value of one coincides with a null from the other and the aperture distributions are respectively even and odd.
A very wide band series feed with equal path lengths is shown in
Fig. 37d. If the bandwidth is already restricted by the phase shifters at
the aperture, very little advantage is obtained ai the cost of a considerable increase in size and weight. The network of Fig. 37e permits
simple programming since each phase shifter requires the same setting.
The insertion loss increases for successive radiators and the tolerances
required for setting the phases are high.
Parallel Feeds
Figure 38 shows a number of different parallel feed systems.
They would usually combine a number of radiaiors into subarrays and
the subarrays would then be combined to form sum and difference
patterns.

;■) MiTCMca coftnxuTc mo

Ik) »tfcCTIVI COMOIUTI «HO

CLECTAOHKMCriC
LEW

III «ULTlPLC HACTIVE f*1-•£* OiyiHA
'ci sTUi^Li« »iiCTivf »cro

Fig. 38

Parallel Feed Networks
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Figure 38a shows a matched corporate feed which is assembled
from matched hybrids.

The out-of-phase components of mismatch re-

flections from the aperture and of other unbalanced reflections are
absorbed in the terminations.

The in-phase and balanced components

are returned to the input, and no power reflected from the aperture is
re-radiated.

To break up periodicity and reduce peak quantization lobes

(Section V), small additional phase shifts may be introduced in the individual lines and compensated by corresponding readjustments of the
phase shifters.
With nonreciprocal phase shifters the two-way path length is a
constant, independent of the phasp shifter setting.
. J

Under these conditions

the performance of a reactive corporate feed is similar to that of the
matched corporate feed.

However, if additional phase shifts are added

to the individual arms or if reciprocal phase shifters are used, then the
out-of-phase components of the reflections due to the aperture mismatch
will be re-radiated (Section IV),

Figure 38b shows a schematic layout

for a reactive power divider which may use waveguide. A stripline
power divider is shown under F'g. 38c.

A constrainod-optica1 power

divider using an electromagnetic lens is shown under Fig. 38d.

The lens

may be omitted and the correction applied at the phase shifters. With
nonreciprocal phase shifting, a fraction of the power reflected from the
aperture will then be re-radiated rather than returned to the input.

The

amplitude distribution across the horn is given by the waveguide mode.
It is constant with an E-plane horn as shown.
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Su'oarrays
The phased array aperture may be divided into subarrays tliat are
combined to form suitable sum and difference patterns.

Figure 39a shows

a method of doing this by combining opposite subarrays into their sums
and differences.

All sum channels are then added with proper weighting

to obtain the desired amplitude distribution.

The difference channels are

treated similarly with independent amplitude weighting. This method may
be extended to also include combination in the other plane.
SUBARRAYS

-. i

AMKITUDE
WEIOHTINO

(a)

Fig. 39

Combination of Subarrays to Form Sum and Difference
Channels, (a) Combining Opposite Subarrays, (b) Combining Subarrays after Amplification
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Amplification on receiving or on both receiving and transmitting
may be convenient at the subarray level.

On receiving the noise figure

is established by the preamplifier so that further processing may include lossy circuits.

The receive channel may be split three ways as

indicated in Fig. 39b, into the sum and the elevation and azimuth difference channels.

These are then weighted and summed with corres-

ponding outputs from the other subarrays.

On transmitting, all separate

power amplifiers may be energized equally to give maximum power on
the target. The additional phase shifters shown at the subarray level
simplify the beam steering computation, permitting all subarrays to receive identical steering commands (Section III).

They may be replaced

by time delay circuits, giving a wide instantaneous bandwidth.
A simple method of providing T-R switching is obtained by combining two halves of a subarray with a four-port hybrid.

The trans-

mitter input into one port energizes both halves of the aperture, say, in
phase.
'I

The receiver, connected to the isolated port, then requires that

the phase shifters of half the aperture give an additional phase shift of ff
during the receive period.

This is easily programmed.

'I

Multiple beams may be formed by cr uoining the subarrays in as
many different ways as separate bea^iti are required.
in Fig. 40.

This is indicated

The limitation is that the beams have to lie in a cone whose

included angle is appreciably smaller than the subarray beamwidth in
order to avoid excessive grating lobes. A cluster of receiver beams requires a wider transmitting beam.

This may be obtained efficiently from

the same antenna with a gabled phase distribution.
The aperture amplitude taper is applied in steps depending on the
number of subarrays and their size and shape.
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lobes (Section V) and should be minimized.

Figure 41 shows qualitatively

how the amplitude steps can be reduced with interlaced and shaped subarrays.
i

. . 1

i 1

Fig. 41

Interlaced and Shaped Subarrays and Resulting
Steps in the Amplitude Distribution
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VIII.

PHASED ARRAY SYSTEMS

Various phased array systems have been developed and at least
partially evaluated. A representative number is described below.

Blass Reflectarray (Ref. 54)
An S-Band reflectarray of the type shown in Fig. 36b has been
developed for the Naval Ship Systems Command by the Blass Electronics
Corporation and has been evaluated by the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory.

The reflectarray is in the shape of an octagonal flat surface, about

8 feet in diameter and tilted back by about 18° from the normal.

It con-

tains 1892 ridged waveguide radiators spaced in the H-plane by 0. 53X and
interlaced in the E-plane to form triangles with sides of 0. 6\.

The phase

shifter contains three diodes in stripline, giving the equivalent of 2-bit
control.

Figure 42 shows the simple construction of a module consisting

of eight radiators with phase shifters and drivers. The spherical phase
error is corrected in the programming.

Fig. 42

Blass Reflectarray: Module with Eight Radiators,
Phase Shifters,and Drivers (Courtesy Naval
Research Laboratory)
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The measured gain with the beam at antenna broadside is 34 db.
All losses including spillover, phase shifter, input and output mismatch,
amplitude taper, and phase quantization amount to about 4 db.

The broad-

side beamwidth is 2.5°, and the operational bandwidth is 6%, provided the
phase shifters are readjusted with frequency.

Figure 43 shows scanned

azimuth radiation patterns.

UMfiJ?tv\ ILTIäS
15»

Fig. 43

20»
25»
30*
AZIMUTH ANGLE

35*

40»

45*

50*

55*

60*

Blass Reflectarray: Scanned Radiation Patterns
(Courtesy Naval Research Laboratory)

Ravtheon Reflectarray
The Raytheon Company has developed an experimental X-Band
phased array (Ref. 55) with 1300 elements, assembled in an offset
reflectarray of the type shown in Fig. 3fib.

The active device is a

circularly polarized analogue phase shifter.

Although the phase

shifter is actually nonrcciprocal, its effective behavior in the array,
where it is terminated with a short circuit, is as if it were reciprocal.
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This is because the reflection at the short circuit not only reverses
the direction of energy flow but also the sense of circularity, so that on
both passes through the phase shifter, the same amount of phase shift
is added.

Fig. 44

The experimental antenna is shown in Fig. 44.

Raytheon Reflectarray: Experimental Model with 1300
Elements (from Mohr and Lewis, Ref. 55)

When the reflectarray is used in a radar system, the sequence
of events starts with the transmitter illuminating the array with, say,
right-hand circular polarization (RIICP).

Knergy passos through the

phase shifter twice and is radiated with left-hand rirvular polarization
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(LHCP) after a phase shift ihat corrects for the spherical phase front
and adds a linear phatu tilt to point the beam. The refle 'tion from a
single bounce target has RHCP, which is received by the array.

It is

the same polarization that was originally generated by the transtnitterj
and the phase shifters are proparly set to collimate the received signal
at the focus.

After reflection by the array, the signal has LHCP and the

receiver polarization is orthogonal to that of the transmitter,

A dually

polarized feed is, therefore, required with sum and difference outputs
in the receive channel.
A mode giving a measure of rain suppression is possible by receiving the double bounce target . ';turn (rain echoes predominantly
correspond to single bounce returns while aircraft have significant
energy "^turned by double bounce).

In this case, in contrast to the pre-

vious one, the target signal received by the antenna has LHCP requiring
that the phase shifters are switched, after transi itting, to the opposite
state to collimate the signal.

Finally, the signal is received in the samt:

feed used on transmitting, with matching circular polarization.
The radiating elements of the antenna are spaced by about 0. 6A,
at mid-band, in a square grid.
c

up to about 40 .

This permits grating lobe free scamrng

The VSWR for near broadside beams is about 1.4 over

a 10% band.
Radiation patterns and gain measurements were taken with a circularly polarized four-square-horn-feed giving a
tion.

1

0 db tapered illumina-

At 10 GHz the measured gain showed an overall antenna efficiency

of about 45%. At the edges of the bend the gain decreased as a resilt of
depolarization of the relatively narrow band circular po1ari^er that was
used.

Figure 45 shows gain variations as a function of s anning.

losses includ > polarization and mismatch losses.
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Fig. 45

Raytheon Reflectarray: Variation of Gain as a Function
of Scan Angle (from Mohr and Lewis, Ref. 55)

The absolute boam pointine error of the monopulse null was measured for scanning up to 45° and found to give an RMS error of approximately 1 /40 of a beamvvidth.

i
I
I

Polarization circularity was found to hold up well to at least 30°,
the ellipticity ratio being less than 1.5 db.

In the rain-rejeetion mode

this would correspond to a theoretical rejection of 15 db.
HAPDAR (HArd Point FJernonstration Arrav Radar)
HAPDAR (Ref. 56) was sponsored by the Advanced Research
Project Agency and developed by th? Sperry Gyroscope Company.

It

performs search-acquisition-track functions on a time sharing basis.
The antenna svstem uses an electronicallv steered lens with a thinned
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aperture and 3-bit diode phase shifters.
1

with the antenna aperture tilted bac

Figure 46 shows the building

y 30°.

%

Fig. 46

HAPDAR Building Showing Phased Array (Courtesy
Sperry Gyroscope Company)

The principle of the antenna is shown in Fig. 47.

On the feed side

the lens has a full complement of elements. Either a single element connects directly to a phase shifter or two elements are combined in phase
(with a fixed bias if necessary) and then connected to a phase shifter
Each phase shifter in turn connects to an active element at the radiating
aperture.

In this way substantially all the transmitter energy incident on

nie feed side of the lens is utilized and distributed to a more economic
aperture which has a reauced number of phase shifters.

Terminated dummy

elements at the aperture maintain the proper impedance environment without introducing a loss (Section VI, Thinned Arrays).

The shape of the main

beam is substantially that due to the completo aperture; the gain is determined by the number of active elements.
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Fig. 47

HAPDAR: Thinned Lens

The feed side of the lens is shown in Fig. 48.

The element is a

printed dipole above a ground plane, connected to a stripline and the phase
shifter, either directly or after combining with another dipole. The unit

Fig. 48

HAPDAR: Lens Surfac; Facing Primary Feed,
Showing Dipole Elements (Courtesy Sperry
Gyroscope Company)
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shown withdrawn contains a pair of dipolos, the phase shifter and a transducer which, when plugged in, will energize the wave guide horn radiator
at the aperture surface.
The phase shifter contains three bits and has an average insertion
loss of 1. 2 db.

It is programmed to correct the spherical phase front

in addition to the normal beam steering commands.
There are 3750 element positions in the lens.

About one quarter

of these have dipoles directly connected to phase shifters and radiators.
The remainder, with the exception of some terminated collectors, are
combined in pairs as described.

This results in an aperture with 2163

active radiators and 1585 terminated radiators.

The elements are

spaced to form equilateral triangles, with sides of 0.

67LA

to provide

a scan capability of 45°.
The aperture illumination from the feed horn is modified by the
thinning of the aperture and results in a 34 db Taylor amplitude taper
(n - 4).

The location of the active radiators was determined by a pseudo-

random process.

The match at the radiating aperture gives a VSWR of

about 2:1, approximately unchanged with scanning.

Matching at the feed

side is appreciably better.
Beam steering is achieved in steps of 1/32 of a beamwidth and interpolated to 1/500 of a beamwidth. Automatic testing of the phase
shifters is available w'th computer printout of the location of faulty diodes.
The measured antenna gain was 35.9 db.
3.6 dh down from the array directivitv.
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A PL Subarray Antenna System
A C-banrl phased-array antenna system using subarrays has been
developed by The Johns Hopkins I'niversity, Applied Physics Laboratory
(Ref. 57) under the sponsorship of the Naval Ordnance Systems Command
and the Advanced Research Projects Agency.

The subarray has 48 parallel

fed radiating elements, each controlled by a 4-bit latching ferrite p.iase
«hifter of relatively small dimensions.
Figure 49 shows schematically how the subarray is assembled.

It

consists of an H-plane 4;! power divider connecting four adjacent E-plane

Fig. 49

Schematic of A PL Subarray Assembly

sectoral horns in parallel.

Each E-plane horn co.uains n matched di-

electric lens (not shown) and feeds 12 waveguides with equal amplitude
and phase.

The waveguides contain the phase shifters with a matching

section at each end.

They are arranged as shown, aligned at the mouth

of the horn, and interlaced at the radiating aperture with triangular spac
ing of about 0, (JA.

No aperture discontinuities occur between adjacent
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subarrays, and adequate space is available for the shielded control
wires leading to tic drivers behind the subarray.

The aperture is

matched in several steps, the last being a thin radome of €

=9 material

which provides a measure of match compensation with scanning {Section
TV).

Figure 50 shows the complete subarray which weighs about 25

pounds.

Fig. 50

48-Element Subarray (Courtesy APL/JHU)

Fight subarrays were built and tested (Ref. 29) in various configurations and combined with various amplitude tapers.

An efficiency

greater than 70% was obtained at broadside when excited with constant
amplitude distribution.

This included all losses such as those due to the

power dividing network, phase shifters, ard residual mismatch.

With

scanning, the gain varied approximately as cos90, as expected. Over a
10% band the VSWH at broadside was < 1.5, with 60° scanning in the IIplane it was < 2, 6 and with 60° scanning in the F-plane it was < 2. 1.
Absdlute beam-pointing accuracy to within — bcamwidth was measured
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for scan angles up to 0O0.

Figure 51 shows the broadside radiation pat-

tern of eight subarrays combined with constant amplitude in the H-plane.
■rhe theoretical —~~ envelope is shown for comparison.

The close agree

ment between theoretical and measured patterns demonstrates the precision with which the aperture excitation of phased arrays can be controlled.
EIGH~ SUBARRAYS ALIGNED IN THE
H PLANE
,
t CONSTANT AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

:

kklM^2£m?^Mr

Fig. 51

APL Antenna Broadside Pattern Compared with
sin x
Theoretical
Envelope (from Frank, Ref. 29)

RCA RKST Antenna
A C-band phased array antenna system with limited scan has been
developed by RCA for an instrumentation radar (Ref. 58) under a study
of "Radar KTectronic Scan Technique" (RKST) sponsored by the Air Korce
ITectronics System Division.

The system offers complete polarization

diversity and utilizes th'^ simplifications that are possible when scanning
is limited to c. cone with an included angle of lO".
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A .schematic view of tho system is shown in Fig. 52.
aperture is divided into subarrays.

The antonmi

'The size of a subarray is sufficiently

small so that its beam encompasses the total scan volurm .
beam can then remain stationary in space.

The subarray

Each subarray contains 64 di-

poles, arranged in two orthogonally polarized sets of 32.

Each set is fed

by a 1:32 power divider in a type of stripline, with equal path lengths to all
DUALIV POLARIZED
SU8ARRAY

PHASE SHIFTERS

i

—0—

/

-0-

MMU.V POUUUZED
MONOPULSE FECO

-&■

-0I
l

<\

I

t=l

OfTKAL
POWER DIVIOCR

Fig. 52
dipoles.

Schematic of RCA REST Antenna

The two power dividers (for the two orthogonal sets) are con-

structed in two parallel layers.

With the limited scanning requirement,

the dipoles in each set may be separated by a distance approaching a
wavelength.

The two orthogonal sets of dipoles are arranged in a square

interlaced grid.

The subarray with its f)4 dipoles and the feed network is

shown in Fig. 53.
The subarrays are spaced aperiodically over the aperture to avoid
the formation of grating lobes.

The beam is scanned with digital baching

phase shifters, one at each of the two ports of the siibarniy, as shown in
Fig. "'2.

The subarrays are combined (sep.iratelv for each polari/jition)
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by an optical power divider.

This power divider consists of a dually

polarized monopulse feed horn at the center of a spherical shell, formed
by two sets of orthogonally polarized dipo1^« that connect to the phase
shifters and subarrays.

•4.

/

The dipoles are illuminated with equal phase by
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RCA REST Antenna: Dually Polarized Subarray and
Feed Network (Courtesy RCA)

the feed horn with an edge taper of 10 db. On transmitting, the array
will generate a beam with fhe same polarization that has been used to
illuminate the spherical shell. On receiving, complete polarization
diversity is possible.
Figure 54 shc.j an experimental model with a 10-foot-diamcter
antenna containing 112 subarrays.
Sampled MOSAR

MOSAR (Modulation Scanned ARray) is an IF beam-scanning system developed by the General Electric Company, which can provide a
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Fig. 54

Experimental RCA REST Antenna (from Evanzia, Ref. 58)

number of independently steered beams with variable beamwidth.

The

system and other IF beam steering concepts have been described by
Johnson (Ref. 59).
The general principle of operation is indicated in Fig. 55 where
a transmitting array generates phase-locked frequencies which differ by
f from element to element.

The phase of each element rotates through

2ff radians relative to its neighbor in a period l/f . The radiated beam
s
is, therefore, scanned in that period through 180°. The same result if
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Fig. 55

Scanning with Multiple Frequencies

obtained in a receiving riystem if the local oscillator frequency to each
successive element is changed by an incremental amount f , since the
resulting IV carries the sum of the phases of both the received signal
and the local oscillator.
Figure 56 is a schematic of the sampled P.IOSAR receiving system.
The desired phase-locked local oscillator signals are obtained in the form

TRIGGER
PULSE
GENERATOR

-.0-.

^—

&•
I SUMMING NETWORK |
(COMPARISON)

L^l
PHASE SHIFTER
(BEAM STEERING
CONTROL)

TRIGGER
PULSE
GENERATOR

<§^!£S^7r^
COMPARATOR
(SAMPLING)

BEAM WIDTH
CONTROL

Fig. 56

Sampled MOSAR (from Johnson, Ref. 59)
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of sidebands: A signal source of frequency f triggers a pulse generator,
9

giving pulses with a PRF of f .. which are used to modulate an RF signal
s

of frequency ^ .

This results in a signal containing the frequency fj and

sidebands separated by f . The sidebands are extracted by filters and
s
mixed with the received signal fy at the appropriate element of the N "lenient array.

Up-mixing 3S used, giving an IF of f1 + f0 ± nf .
s

After mixing, the N outputs are summed in a network and form a
received beam that scans through 180° in the period 1/f . If a signal is
s
received from a given direction, then, as the radiation pattern sweeps

[I
a

M

o
I(

I |

past that direction, a pulse is formed at the summed output port. The
pulse shape is the radiation pattern, and the time of occurrence of the

!/

pulse is a measure of the angle of arrival. It is measured by comparing
it with the occurrence of a reference pulse from the comparison pulse
generator, which is adjusted for time coincidence by a phase shifter in
the excitation line.

The phase shifter setting gives the direction of

arrival of the signal.
Several comparison pulse generators may be used in paralle1,

I j

n

I ',

n
U

each with its own phase shifter, to deal independently with signals arriving
from several directions.

Each comparison channel samples the scanning

Ü

beam at the proper times.
With linear mixing beam shape control is available by adjusting
the amplitudes of the sidebands. This can be done in several ways, but
particularly it may be done electronically by adjusting the width of the
pulse from the pulse generator.

u
T 5

u:

Since, in the comparison stage, the

received signal is multiplied by the pulse from the comparison pulse
generator, the pulse width of this second generator may be adjusted, so

L;

»;
U

that with several such generators each beam can be treated separately.
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To prevent overlapping frequencies in the summing network, the
frequency spacing f must be greacer than the bandwidth of the received
s
signal. For an N elemert array the summirg network bandwidth, i. e.
the processing bandwidth, is more than N times greater than the bandwidth of the received signal and can be quite large fcr a particular system.

i]Ü

]
]
1
I
1
I
]
;i
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IX.

MULTIPLE HEAM FORMING AND BEAM SWITCHING
Multiple Beam Forming Networks

Ü

Multiple beam forming systems consist of networks that generate
or, more Msually, receive simultaneous beams from an aperture, with
each beam having ';he gain and beamwidth of the whole antenna. One or
more beams are selected by switches. On receiving, the total number*
of beams that may be processed simultaneously is limited primarily by
the number of receivers that can be made available. On transmitting,
multiple beams would be possible but the total gene ited pow^r must be
shared by them.

In general, neam forming systems are of greater com-

plexity than phased arrays.
A multiple beam-forming network after Blass is shown in Fig. 3d,
Beams are formed in one plare only.

For efficient operation the indivi-

dual radiation patterns have to follow Allen's criteria of orthogonality
(Ref, 12) where the direction of the peak of one beam corresponds to nulls
of the other beams. This corresponds to a beam crossover at about 4 db.
High efficiency can be obtained with large arrays, but careful design procedures (Ref, 13) are necessary to avoid the formation of spurious beams.
Figure 57 shows two other beam-forming networks.
are formed in one plane only.

Again, beams

The first is rather similar to the Blass

array but is designed witn equal path lengths to the radiating elements,
giving wide bandwidth with beams that are stationary as the frequency is
changed. The second network desc ribed by Butler (Ref. ßO) and Shelton
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J

and Kolleher (Ref. 61) contains hybrid coupler' and fixed phase shifters.

~l

In this example an eight-element array forms eight orthogonal beams

J

which lie to the right and left of the broadside direction.

i
J

The terminals

have been labelled to identify the beams.
Many further network combinations are possible, leading to other
beam forming systems, A comprehensive survey has been made by
Butler (Ref. 62) including IF beam forming techniques.
Shelton and Kelleher describe a multiple beam forming system
using a Luneberg lens (Ref. 63).

This lens is spherical and has a di-

electric constant that varies as a function of the radius.

It has the

property that an incident plane wave is brought to a focus on its far surface so that adjacent feeds on its surface correspond to overlapping beams.
In this application as suggested by J. H. Garrison, the Luneberg lens has
feeds arranged over all its surface and is used as a phase correction generator to feed a spherical array.
Switching Matrices
The beam f^Tnirg networks combine the energy from the aperture
in M different ways to give M different beams. A switching matrix then
selects one or more of these beams which are stationary in space.

It

takes M - 1 single-pole double-throw switches arranged in a tree of m
levels to condense M terminals into one outlet, where 2

= M.

Monopulse beam forming is possible by taking the sum ;in(i difference of adjacent beams to interpolate between beam positions.

With ;i

system where the beams are forn.. - ... one plane only, beams may be
labelled consecutively as A HA B.., One switching matrix selects one
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of the A beams and another matrix one of the B beams, Monopulse

I

amplitude comparison is then carried out between the outputs of the two
matrices. An extension of this technique permits full monopulse in both

I

il

azimuth and elevation. A further extension permits the generation of one
or several beam clusters of arbitrary size and shape.
For monopulse operation the electrical path length through the
whole switching matrix must be maintained with tight tolerances. The
switches must give good isolation since this is the only means of attenuating
the other beams.

Switching networks tend to be lossy, and amplification

at the antenna terminal is desirable. On receiving, the signals from the
various beams may be changed to IF where the beam selection is cjirried

n
:l

out.

Multiple Beam Systems
AHSR-1

■ I

The AHSR-1 is a Federal Aviation Agency S-band height finding
radar using the Blass beam-forming principle of Fig. 3d. The proposed
antenna has three faces, each covering 120° in azimuth.

One face has

been built by the Max^on Corporation (Ref. 64) as the prototype (Fig. 58).
It has two linear arrays, each with 528 radiators combined to give a
total of 111 beams covering elevations from 0.5° to 40°, with a beamwidth
that varies from 0.16° to 1.4°.

U

It uses 10 miles of waveguide and 40, 000

directional couplers.

5

■

1 -
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Fig. 58

A^SR-l FAA Height-Surveillance Radar (Courtesy
Maxson Electronics Corporation)

Hughes Aircraft Multiple Beam Systems
The Hughes Aircraft Corporation developed a 3-D multiple beam
system using a constrained lens (Ref. 65). The system has true time
delay, giving a wide instantaneous bandwidth.

Polarization diversity is

possible. The system is complex but does give simultaneous beams in
both planes.
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Figures 59 and 60 show a schematic view and an experimental
model respectively.

The surface 3% is spherical and has a radius R.

If it had been a reflector it would have had an approximate focal

arface

ii
n
y

INTERCOMML

6 CABLES
■ i

.1
Lnt TRANSFER CABLES

TYPICAL RAY-

^M

TT

FEED SURFACE S].

RAOIATINO ARRAY

TYRKAL FEf.0-

'RADIUS R-

1

ARRAY

Fig. 59 Hughes Aircraft Multiple Beam Experimental System
(from McFarlane and Ajioka, Ref. 64)

n

it

Fig. 60

Hughes Aircraft Multiple Beam Forming Systems
(from McFarlane and Ajioka, Ref. 64)
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that was concentric, with a radius slightly greater than R/2. The surface £* is this focal surface and contains the feeds, each corresponding
to a beam whose direction is given by the line joining the feed with the
center of the sphere.
of the surface Sg.

The feeds are directive and illuminate only part

This decreases the phase errors \.hat arise from S2

being spherical rather than parabolic.

The surface Sa is not a reflector,

and the illumination on it is transferred in amplitude and phase to a
similar surface S3 by means of pick-up horns on SE and transfer cables
J

and radiating horns on S3 .

The surface Ss generates beams in exact

correspondence to the direction determined by the position of the feed on
J
j

surface S: .
The beam is directed through the center of the spher ' S;. .

It is

possible to add at that place the optional pick-up and radiating planar

J

arrays S4 and S5 that are smaller than the spherical surface but still in-

''

could be interoosed between surfaces S4 and S .

tercept substantially all of the radiated power.

Electronic phase shifters
This would permit a

scheme of scanning where the transmitter is always coupled to the same
feed and does not have to go through a switch network.
"
|:

On receiving,

the phase shifters would be quiescent to permit the formation of simultaneous beams.
Phase errors resulting from the surfaces being spherical can
be exactly compensated ibr at any particular yean angle and substantially compensated for in all scan positions by adding a correction

j

in the form of line length to the cables Ln- and Ln. .
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To illustrate the quantities involved, j'or a 1° beam scanned in

'

all directions by ± 45° the final aperture diameior D is 70X, the diameter
of the lens surfaoes 2R is 140/\ and the maximum phase error is X/16.
There are about 35, 000 elements on each of the two lens surfaces,
Polarization diversity is available with dually polarized lens

I!
u

elments. The radiated polTizaticn is then determined by the polari•zaticn of the feed.

*'

H
n [
U 1
n i
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X.

INTEGRATED ANTENNA ARRAYS

Solid-state devices are being developed for integration into array
antennas to phase and form beams and for amplifi ation.

Microstrip

transmission circuits have be.n developed that contain the various active
microwave circuit elements such as switches and circulators as well as
amplifiers, mixers, and multipliers (Ref. 66).

With these devices sys-

tems become possible where many relatively low power transmit amplifiers are used, distributed over the aperture, each amplifier connected
to a radiating element.

The power amplifiers may be transistors or

phase-lock':^ transit-time oscillators, the latter having the potential of
high peak power at the higher microwave frequencies. On receiving, the
noise figure may be established by low noise transistor preamplifiers.
The phase shifters and feed networks may then contain lossy elements.
The expected advantages of integrated antennas include high reliability and low cost, simple low voltage power supplies for the RF amplifiers and a system that is simple and I'-'ht in weight and yet capable of
operating with relatively high RF power.
Figure 61 shows an early L-band phased array module developed
by Texas Instruments.

On transmitting, the signal passes through a

4-bit phase shift network which consists of diodes that switch line-lengths.
The signal is then amplified (24 db) to 5 watts and radiated.

On receiving,

the signal passes through a low noise preamplifier, followed by the phase
shifter.

T-R switching is achieved with additional diodes.
An X-band integrated antenna systen ,'MFRA) using frequency

multiplication is presently being developed (Ref. 67).
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Fig. 61

L-Band Module Containing Phase Shifters, Power
Amplifiers, Low Noise Amplifiers and T-R
Switches (Courtesy Texas Instruments, Inc.)
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